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PREFACE.
THE Report
published by

of which the following pages are an abridgment was
the United States

Government

in 1879,

as

part

of

Executive Document No. 98, House of Representatives, Forty-fifth
Congress, Second Session.
It

forms an octavo of two hundred and sixty-seven pages, with

thirteen heliotype-plates,
far the

and several wood-cuts.

most elaborate record of

It is not only

tests of wrought-iron

cables that has ever been given to the world, but

valuable in results;

in

by
and of chain-

it

is

the most

describing newly observed phenomena, in

tabulating variations of strength due to differences in methods of

manufacture, and revealing their causes, in investigation of the effect

of impact, in pointing out causes of defects in strength of both
bars and cables, and generally in giving information that

is

of imme-

and to engineers.
As but a limited number of copies of the report were issued by the
Government, and as it contains a large amount of detailed tabular

diate practical value to manufacturers of iron

matter, which, while necessary in an

official

report of this kind, to

corroborate the conclusions deduced, *is not necessary to a

full

com-

been thought that an
prehension
abridgment would be acceptable to many who would be unable to
obtain the original work.
of

these conclusions,

it

has

The undersigned, in preparing the abridgment, has had the full
consent of Commander Beardslee, and obtained his approval of
the manuscript prior to publication.
PITTSBURGH, PEKN\, May,

1879.

WM. KENT.
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AND OTHER METALS.

SECTION

I.

INTRODUCTION.
THE

investigations assigned to the three committees desigwere as follows
" On Chain and Wire
Committee
with instruc-

nated by the letters D, H, and

To

D,

M

:

Ropes,"

tions " to determine the character of iron

best adapted for

chain cables, the best form and proportions of link, and the
qualities of metal used in the manufacture of iron and steel
wire rope."

To Committee H, "On Iron, Malleable," with instructions "to
examine and report upon the mechanical and physical properties of

wrought-iron."
"

On Re-heating and Re-rolling," with inexamine and report upon the effects of re-heat-

To Committee M,
structions " to

ing and re-rolling, or otherwise re-working, of hammering as
compared with rolling, and of annealing the metals."

The work thus assigned

to three different committees

was

of such a nature, that experiments made by any one of them
would necessarily furnish data which would prove of value to

WROUGHT-IKON AND CHAIN-CABLES.
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all

;

and

as the three committees consisted of but five

members

of the board, one of whom was chairman of all, it was considered advisable, in order to economize time, labor, and means
by the avoidance of duplication of expensive experiments, and

making duplicate and triplicate reports of the same series,
to consolidate the committees, and to conduct the investigations
of

manner that a single report would cover the whole
In
thus concentrating the work, it was necessary that
ground.
a leading object should be selected, and it was considered that
the research required to establish the characteristics of iron
best adapted for the manufacture of cables would furnish data
which would bear more or less upon the subjects to be investiin such a

H

M

and
while it would be quite practi;
cable to select from the wide field presented by "wroughtiron," and differences in methods of treating it, any number
gated by Committees

of lines of research, none of which would prove of much service in establishing points in regard to chain-iron.
Our experiments, therefore, have been all so carried out, that

we have been able to obtain data, both as to the mechanand physical properties of wrought-iron, and as to the
effects of different methods of treatment of the raw material,
all have been made to contribute their quota toward the establishment of methods by which an iron could be judged corSuch
rectly as to its adaptability for chain-cable manufacture.
to
would
not
well
established
value,
points
possess
prove
only
to the manufacturers and purchasers of cables and cable-iron,
but also to manufacturers of iron bridges and other construcwhile

ical

which, like the cable, depend for their value upon their
power of resisting to the utmost destroying forces of various
tions,

and irregular natures!
In submitting this report, we would say that the extent of
our investigations has been restricted by narrowness of our
means, and the necessity which has arisen that we should submit the results of such work as we have accomplished. They
but point the way toward a thorough re-examination of the
subjects involved, which, based

upon our

results,

would provide

INTRODUCTION.
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a valuable mass of information, to which this report would
occupy the relation of a preface.

The

but a modification of the round rolled bar,
must depend upon those of the bar from which

cable-link is

and

its qualities

it is

made.

Therefore

we have

ROUND BAR

selected the

as the

and our endeavor has been to ascertain
should be inherent in it, and which should re-

foundation of our work

;

what qualities
main without deterioration through various processes incident
to the manufacture from it of finished products of other forms.

Cables in service are subject to the destroying forces of sud-

den

strains, alternations of

sudden and steady heavy strains,
and corrosion and the danger

steady strains, abrasion,

heavy
from each takes precedence in the order given.
The relative importance of these sources of danger indicates
that iron which is best adapted for cables is that which possesses great power to resist both sudden and steady strains, and
;

that neither of these qualities in excess will compensate for a
deficiency in the other.

The strength of the cable is but that of the weakest link, and
the strength of this link but that of the weakest part : therefore,
in order that a cable shall be strong and reliable, the weakest
part of the weakest link must be made as strong as possible.
The weakest part of nearly every

link

is

the weld.

With

certain types of iron the weld is much weaker than with others :
hence we consider that the prime elements of value in a cable-

iron are

power

to resist

sudden

strains,

oughly without loss of strength.
against the greatest danger, and

and

to be welded thor-

we

By

the former

by

the latter against the

insure

frequently repeated ordinary dangers.
were not able to obtain any information of value as to

We

the qualities of various American irons in these two respects ;
and we therefore resolved upon making a series of experimental
investigations, by the results of
form a correct judgment.

which we hoped

to be able to

WROUGHT-IBON AND CHAIN-CABLES.
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PART

I.

-#~

Our plan

of investigation was to first ascertain, by means of
made upon bars of such irons as we could procure,

tension tests

the amount of strength, elasticity, &c., which would be found
to exist in ordinary American bar iron ; next, by tests by impact upon the same irons, to ascertain their relative powers to
resist

sudden strains;

and

finally,

essential points in the material, to

having ascertained these

make from each

iron a

num-

ber of cable-links, and by tension to find their strength and
uniformity, and the degree of dependence to be placed upon
the welds.

To carry out these investigations, we procured bars of round
iron of sizes such as are usually used in the manufacture of
from two-inch diameter to one inch, from the following rolling-mills and dealers in iron, viz., Burden & Sons of
New York, Bentoni of Pennsylvania, Burgess of Ohio, Catasauqua of Pennsylvania, New-Jersey Iron and Steel Company
of New Jersey, Niles Iron Company of Ohio, Phoenix of
Pennsylvania, Pembroke of Massachusetts, Pencoyd of Pennsylvania, Tredegar of Virginia, Trego and Thompson of Marycables

;

viz.,

land, Sligo of Pennsylvania, Tamaqua of Pennsylvania, Wyeth
Brothers of Maryland, and many other bars of unknown
origin.

The experiments, upon the

which our report is
based, comprise the details of all physical phenomena observed
by us while testing to destruction nearly two thousand bar testpieces by the strain of tension, over fifteen hundred by the
strain of percussion, and nearly five hundred cable-links, made
in all respects as for service.
The tension-tests upon bars

results of

were made both upon bars in
normal condition, and upon others from which a portion
of the surface had been turned away.
Those by impact were
made upon portions of the same bars which had been tested
by tension, and those upon chain-links from other portions of
the same bars. The Navy Department placed at our service

their

THE BAR.
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Washington Navy Yard, which included
and of two testing-machines for making
also of such records as we desired, and of a large
tension-tests
contract
of
chain-iron, which it was deemed advisable
quantity
the facilities of the

the

use of forges
;

to examine.

A

of our testing-machines, and of our
a few physical phenomena we have
with
testing,
terms
used in the report to be underthe
will
enable
observed,
brief

description

methods of
stood.

TESTING-MACHINES, AND METHODS OF TESTING.
In order that

we might

obtain the tensile strength, elastic

round bars, our first test was by tension
from
which the outer portion had not been
full-sized
bars,
upon
removed. These tests were made by means of the "chainproving machine," at the Washington Navy Yard, which in this
report is called "testing-machine A." This machine consists
of a long trough, in which a fifteen-fathom section of cable can
be stretched by means of a hydraulic pump, to which it is connected at one end, while the other end is made fast to a holder,
which in turn connects with a system of levers, by which the
stress is weighed by means of weights placed upon a platform

limit, ductility, &c., of

at the extremity of the long lever.

The

capacity of the machine is three hundred thousand
pounds, and the levers are so adjusted that a weight of one
pound upon the platform balances two hundred pounds of
stress.

The pieces to be tested were sections of the bar at least eight
times the diameter in length, and originally fitted with loops of
larger-sized iron, welded to the ends.

made upon many of the
means
of
by
cylindrical test-pieces turned from the bars,
and ruptured by the " Rodman Dynamometer," called in this
Additional tests by tension were

irons

"

report

The
some

testing-machine B."

machine agree very closely, in
with those obtained by testing-machine A, and in

results obtained

cases,

by

this

WROUGHT-IKON AND CHAIN-CABLES.
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A

others differ widely.
portion of these differences is probably
due to differences in the -accuracy of the two machines and

methods, and others to a natural difference in the character
of the metal as developed by the entire bar, and by a portion
of the core and adjacent iron.
This machine holds the specimen to be tested

by means

of

clamps.

The
and

it

capacity of the machine is one hundred thousand pounds,
will weigh a stress of ten pounds with accuracy.

NOTES UPON THE

"

RECOKDS OF BAKS TESTED BY TENSION."

Column headed " Diameter"
The strength per square inch
of a bar, as deduced from the stress at which the entire bar has
been torn asunder, cannot be correctly ascertained, except the
diameter of the bar be carefully calipered: the nominal size
and at times we have found
size seldom coincide

and the exact

;

variations of four-hundredths of an inch, which variation
sufficient to

produce important

The

"

is

errors.

"

is that which corresponds to
the diameter of the piece before test; the "reduced area" cor"
responds with the least diameter after rupture ; the tensile
"
limit area
corresponds with the least diameter at the highest
stress the piece sustains.

Areas.

Length.

original area

The length

of the

clear cylindrical portion bebefore the stress is applied,

tween punch-marks is measured
and after fracture. In testing with the machine
measured at the " tensile limit."

B

it is

also

This element, as given in many
being greatly dependent
of
the
the
specimen. When this is not
upon
original length
Percentage of Elongation.

tables, is of little value, the percentage

given, the percentage

is

of no value.

The following experiment

will

make

this clear

:

From

a bar

of If" iron, of very uniform character, three test-pieces were

prepared, which were in all respects similar, except in length.
The first was 75, the second 20, and the third 10 inches long.

THE BAR.
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They were pulled asunder, and

the first was found to have
or
18.64
14
inches,
per cent of the original length;
elongated
4.36
the second had elongated
inches, or 21.8 per cent and the
Our records supply many
third 2.22 inches, or 22.2 per cent.
;

confirmatory results.

The bar being

First Stretch.

pair of large dividers

fastened to the holders, a
to punch-marks, and the

was adjusted

at the instant the elongation was sufdraw one punch-mark clear of the dividers' point, the
stress was weighed, and recorded as first stretch.
Ultimate stress is the stress which represents the highest
which has been withstood by the specimen but it was not the
amount which finally produced the rupture this stress produced a weakening, from which, had the specimen been rested,
it would have recovered
by continuing it, the specimen finally
stress slowly applied

;

ficient to

;

:

;

parted at

much

less.

Original, Fractured, and Tensile Limit Areas.
ments taken at the "tensile limit" introduce a

by which the comparative values of

The measurenew method

different irons

may be

estimated.

Ordinarily the tenacity of iron is expressed in the strength
per square inch of the sectional area of the test-piece before
its

form has been changed by

stress.

Kirkalcly suggested, as a more just method, that the area
corresponding to the diameter of the fractured surfaces should

be adopted as the limit of measurement.
Our experiments lead us to believe that between these
extremes of original and fractured areas there is an inter-

mediate area which can be used with profit, which is that
which corresponds with the least diameter of the test-piece at the
stress which marks the highest point of resistance to continually
increasing strains.

This point

we have termed

the " tensile

limit."

There are practical

difficulties

encountered in measuring

accurately the diameter of the fractured surfaces. After the
test-piece has been pulled asunder, there is a difficulty in joining

WROUGHT-IRON AND CHAIN-CABLES.
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perfectly the two fractured surfaces, and frequently the line of
surface is not at right angles with the axis of the cylinder this
necessitates two measurements,
one of the greatest and one
:

of the least diameter, and an interpolation,
and, in making
these measurements, there are chances of error, even if the line
of fracture is at right angles, which are increased when it is
not.

The

tensile strength per square inch of original area is more
be free from errors arising from inaccuracy than is

liable to

that of the fractured area.

But

neither of these measure-

ments provides us with a standard by which we can judge
of the relative amount of change of form that takes place
with different irons at the
to

resist

an increase of

moment when they

finally cease

this

stress;
deficiency is supplied
area at the tensile limit, which area corresponds to
the diameter of the test-piece, at the instant when affected

in the

by the highest stress the material is capable of resisting,
and not by subsequent stress applied to a rapidly -yielding
metal.

Length of Test-Piece.
"

Not only the " percentage

of elonga-

obtained by testing a piece of iron, but the strength, deOur experiments
pends upon the length of the test-piece.
a
if
an
iron
is
show, that,
judged by test-piece whose length is
less than four diameters, the judgment is wrong.
tion

STRENGTH AND ELASTIC LIMIT OF ROUND BAR-IRON.
In the following table the stresses by tension required to
rupture many of the bars we have tested are arranged in their
relative order, the greatest stress required being given prece-

dence upon each size.
In the columns in which the stress

is

reduced to the square

inch, the areas corresponding to the actual diameters

of the

This gives a more correct estimate of
the relative order of tenacity than the diameter given in the

bars have been used.

first

column, by using which bars would frequently gain or lose

THE BAB.
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on account of excess or lack of material, some
and others "scant."
"
Standard for Size," the strength which
In the column
we have found best adapted for cable-iron is placed for comin precedence

being rolled "full,"

parison.

The

is not from perfectly accurate data
of stress which produced the first perceptible change of form, divided by the bar's area.

it is

elastic limit as

simply the

given

:

amount

Strength per Original Area, per Square Inch,

Inch, of 959

Round

and Elastic Limit per Square
Bars.

10
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WROUGHT-IEON AND CHAIX-CABLES.

it became evident that the strength of the different
was not in proportion to their areas but that, on the contrary, there existed a variation in proportional strength which
was in accord with variations in the diameter of the bars. In
general terms it was found, that, as the diameter of the bar
became less, the strength per square inch increased; but, in
comparing the results obtained from a number of such sets of
bars, it became evident that the increase of strength from bewas not created by
tween the two extremes of, say, 2" and

tension,
sizes

;

V

a series of uniform steps upon each successive reduction, but
that there was one point in the reduction where a decrease took
the place of the usual increase, and that from this point the
increase again began, and generally by more rapid steps.
Thus the 2" bar was of less strength than the 1|"; the latter
was of less than the If", which was, in turn, less than the 1|",

but the strength of the If" was greater than that of the 1J";
the If", 1|", 1 J", and sometimes the 1", being each of increased
strength in the order given.
found, that, with a set of bars of the above sizes, the difference in proportional strength between the extremes was from
four to six thousand pounds; that the tenacity of the If" ex-

We

ceeded that of the 2" from two to three thousand pounds, and
that of the 1J" from one to three thousand pounds.

As we became

fully satisfied that these variations did exist in

uniform irons which we examined, we considered ourselves
justified in assuming that they would probably occur generally
with other irons, and that, so occurring, their existence should
all

be taken into consideration

in

strength of links or other articles

any attempt to calculate the
made from bar-iron of various

sizes.

Experiments at the testing-machine afforded no indications
by which we could determine any thing in regard to the causes
of these variations. We therefore undertook to watch all the
" set of
bars,"
processes connected with the manufacture of a
in hopes that while so doing
hidden reason.

we should be

able to detect the

THE BAR.
At our

first visit

to a rolling-mill, a set of bars
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were prepared

of carefully selected material, and careful notes were taken during the process of manufacture, which are herewith reproduced.

There were two bars of each
Notes in Regard

c
m

to

size rolled.

Manufacture of Iron F, Second Lot.

WROUGHT-IEOX AXD CHAIN-CABLES.
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limit per square inch of the bars, as found by tests made upon
them entire and upon cylinders turned from the cores, are given
in the following table.

IROX
Comparisons of

the

F,

Reductions by
Elastic Limit,

Bar.

of

Size

THIRD LOT.

the Rolls, with the Effects

of Iron F, Third Lot.

upon Tenacity and

THE BAR.
slight rise in tenacity, viz.,

15

431 pounds, but in the

elastic limit

the rise was 4,993 pounds.
The tenacity of the |" (4.91 per cent of pile) was but 104
pounds greater than that of the
(4.90 per cent of pile), that
of the |" (2.50 per cent of pile) nearly corresponding with that

1"

of the If" (4.12 per cent t>f pile).
The effect of reduction was most

marked on the smaller

sizes,

cent of pile) having nearly 5,000 pounds less
-|" (2.17 per
tenacity than the -J" (1.60 per cent of pile).
The notes taken at the mill do not indicate that either bar
the

was under or over heated but there are indications that the
1J" bar was overheated, inasmuch as the strength of the core
exceeded that of the entire bar.
So far as this experiment was expected to account for the
usually found greater strength of the If" bar, it proved a failure, for it was weaker than the bars immediately succeeding or
;

preceding; but

we

considered that the information gained as

to the probable effect of under and over heating was of value.
The indications are that if a bar is underheated it will have an

unduly high tenacity and elastic limit, and that if overheated
the reverse will be the case ; further, if underheated the strength
obtained by a cylinder turned from the core will be less than
would be obtained by testing the entire bar, if the

that which

diameter be small, and greater

if

the cylinder

is

turned from a

large bar.
It is possible that the

above two points are interdependent,
more apt to be irregularly heated than the
and some portions of the pile must be in a state fit

as the large bars are

small ones,

to roll before other portions are sufficiently heated ; these overheated portions we turn off from the bar to produce the cylindrical test-piece.

As

in the previous experiment,

work received by
ed the

effect

all sizes

due to a

we

put them

believed that the thorough
in condition

which prevent-

slight difference in the reduction being

We

therefore selected for another experiment
plainly manifest.
the bars of a very slightly worked iron ; viz., iron N.

UNIVERSITY
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IRON N.
Dimensions of Piles, Areas of Piles, of Bars in percentage of Areas of Piles,
Tenacity, Elastic Limit, fyc., of Iron N.

THE BAK.
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In order to ascertain beyond question if the rule would work
in both directions, and if, by giving to a series of bars a uniform

would prove uniform, the following experiment was made
One of the leading manufacturers of the country, having
placed both the facilities of his mill and as much material as
reduction, their tenacity, &c.,
:

we wished

at our service, three sets of bars

are termed

Fx

Nos.

1, 2,

and

3, all

were

rolled,

which

of which were of the same

material as iron F.

In preparing the piles for the

they were so graduated
area borne by the bar should

first set,

that the percentage of the pile's

increase slightly upon each reduction in diameter of the bar it
being believed that the additional work thus given to the
;

smaller sizes would, in a measure, counteract the possible
differences which might be due to overheating of the large and
underheating of the small bars.

The dimensions

of piles, &c., are given in the following
with
the tensile strength, elastic limit, &c., of
table, together

the resultant bars.

Fx

No.

1.

Dimensions of Piles, of Bars in per cent of Piles, Tenacity and Elastic Limit

of Series of Bars, of

Fx No.

1.

WE OUGHT-IKON AND
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The

results show a nearly uniform tenacity for the first six
then an increase, which remains quite uniform fo* the
other three, the elastic limit remaining very uniform throughsizes,

out.

The

tenacity of the 2" bar, rolled by the usual process (iron
F, 2"), its area being 5.23 per cent of pile, was 47,569 pounds,
showing an increase upon this size, by the experimental process, of 4,442 pounds; and the increase of the elastic limit,
5,910 pounds, was still more marked.
No explanation, except that they were possibly not enough
heated, accounts for the increased tenacity of the 1J" and the

1" bars

;

and the li" was, by mistake,

rolled

from too large a

pile.

A

second attempt to produce a set of bars of uniform
tenacity resulted in a complete failure, due, we were assured,
to a misunderstanding in regard to heating the piles but on a
;

third attempt
table, in

we were

successful, as

shown by the following

which the usual data are given

:

Dimensions and Areas of Piles, Areas of Bars in percentages of Piles, Tensile
Strength, Elastic Limit, 8fc., of Nine Bars of Iron Fx No. 3.
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eight bars, the average of whose tensile strength, 53,401 pounds,
and of the elastic limit, 34,365 pounds, is but slightly varied
from by any of the bars.
Two practical results of value may be deduced from this

investigation of the action of the rolls.
The first is, that, as important differences exist in the proportionate strength of different-sized bars made of the same

which are due entirely to differences in the processes
which
by
they are manufactured, and as the elimination or
reduction of such differences would necessitate such a great
and expensive change in the system by which the bars are produced that it is not probable that it will be often attempted,
material,

necessary that these differences should be taken into
consideration when estimates of the strength of any structure

it

is

in

which rolled wrought-iron, of

different sizes, is introduced,

are made, and in all tables of strength based
of such bars.

upon the strength

Second, that, where the increased value of the bars will
justify the increased expense of their production, those of 2"
diameter can be increased in tensile strength over 15,000

pounds and it is not improbable that bars of 4" diameter can
have the strength increased over 60,000 pounds, with no loss
in their power to resist sudden strains.
;
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SECTION

IL

A

PART

I.
Paper showing, by many Experiments, the Correct Form and Proportion of Test-Pieces to be used in order to procure correctly the Tenacity,
Elastic Limit, 8fc., of Various Metals.
PART II.
Comparison of the

A

Strength of Bars in their

Normal

Condition, with the same after the Bars have

been reduced by turning away the Surface.

PART

FORM AND PROPORTIONS OF

I.

TEST-PIECES.

IN obtaining the results introduced in the tables of records
of bars tested by tension, we have used the two testing-maand B.
chines

A

By the first, we have tested all the bars of diameter greater
than one inch ; and, by the latter, bars in their normal condition
of less than one inch diameter, and cylinders turned from the
larger bars.

Our

tests

made upon

strength and

these cylinders gave results of tensile
which were so much lower than the

elastic limit

manufacturers of the various irons considered their products
equal to, that some dissatisfaction and doubt as to their correctness were expressed.

Upon examination, we found that in nearly all cases where
on account of a
our results were supposed to be erroneous,
lack of coincidence with results obtained in some cases by the
experiments of private testers of iron, and in others by tests
in government navy-yards, by persons presumed to be
the tests whose results cast doubt upon ours had
competent,

made

been made upon test-pieces turned from the bars to a reduced
diameter, which at one point was reduced by a groove to a

much

less one, as

shown

in Fig. 1, p. 25.

FORM AND PROPORTIONS OF
The

TEST-PIECES.
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which arise through the use of this erroneously
and
shaped
proportioned test-piece have been frequently pointed
out, first by Kirkaldy, and subsequently by C. B. Richards, member American Society of Civil Engineers but it does not appear that even yet the errors which thus arise are fully recogerrors

;

nized.

As

a case in point, the following comparisons of the
of
various-sized bars of iron F, as found by our tests,
strength
and as furnished to the manufacturers by so-called testers,
will fully, illustrate.
This iron is alivays of so uniform a strength

and quality, that

the test of one bar furnishes most valuable evidence as to the

probable strength of another.
Strength per Square Inch of Iron F, as found by
Committee.

IZE.

and as furnished

to the

WROUGHT-IRON AND CHAIN-CABLES.
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the variation in strength accompanying variations in diameter,
which is plainly indicated in our more correctly-made experiments.

The broken
were shown to

test-pieces

by which the

results

were procured

us, and they were of the groove-form.
determined to thoroughly investigate the effect upon the
results which were due to variations in the proportions of the
The stock of contract-chain on hand, all of which
test-pieces.

We

had been considered to be of a

tensile strength of at least
inch
60,000 pounds per square
(the standard at that time, as it
of
the
British
or
was, also,
is,
navy), furnished material for

experiment and a number of comparative tests were made by
means of grooved test-pieces and short cylinders, with results
;

as follows

:

Comparison of Results obtained from Chain-Iron on hand, ly means of Grooved
Test-Pieces

DIMENSIONS OP

and Short Turned Cylinders.

FORM AND PROPORTIONS OF
These results made

it

TEST-PIECES.
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evident that the government had not

received iron of such great tensile strength as was supposed ;
and this was made more certain by the results procured subse-

quently by comparative tests upon several of the irons which
are here given.
One groove-test

make up our records. These
was made upon each size.

Comparison of Results obtained from Cylindrical and from Grooved Test-Pieces.
Irons C, B, J, F, L, E.
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A series of

experiments was undertaken for the express purof
pose
enabling us to decide upon the correct form and
proportions necessary in the test-pieces to insure correct results.

The

first

of this series

was made upon eighteen

test-pieces

turned from a 2" bar of a remarkably pure, refined, and uniform
iron (K).
No. 1 of this series

was 10" long

;

and the length decreased
was
two

upon each successive number, until, at 18, the groove-form
reached. The diameters were nearly constant, except in
cases

where seams encountered made

more

iron.

The

Iron K.

Number.

it

necessary to turn

results are given in the following table

:

away

FORM AND PEOPOBTIOXS OF

TEST-PIECES.

The
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pieces were nearly the same in dimensions yet the stress
which No. 13 broke, reduced to the square inch, was over
fifteen thousand pounds less than that required to break No. 18.
This difference would be very great in estimating the entire
strength of the bar from the results of the two pieces. Were
those from No. 18 correct, the bar would be equal to a strain
of one hundred tons; while No. 13 shows that less than
seventy-nine tons would
;

at

tear

it

asunder.

the table, we see
that the piece No. 13

By

gave higher results than
those which were longer; the average tensile
strength developed by
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10,
11, and 12 being 55,488 pounds per square
inch, while No. 13 gives
an ex56,190 pounds,
cess of 751 pounds,
thus suggesting that the
length of this piece, viz.,

FIG.

1,

No.

18,

TABLE.

FIG.

2,

No. 13, TABLE.

was not sufficient to insure correct results.
No. 12 gives a result much closer to the averages, as do Nos.

three inches,

11 and 10.

Assuming that the proper length should be a certain percentage of the diameter, we find No. 13, which is less than four
diameters in length, is not long enough No. 12, of about four
;

diameters, gives correct results.

The preceding tests in this investigation having been made
upon iron with considerable tensile strength, it was thought
advisable to make one more experiment with a bar of very soft
and ductile

iron.

A two-inch
strength,

bar was selected, which, although of low
was very tough and ductile.

tensile

26
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From this nine test-pieces were turned, of lengths from
eight inches down, to the groove-form, each successive piece
being nearly one inch shorter than its predecessor, and all
being nearly of uniform diameter. They were tested with the
following results

:

Iron D.

No.

COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF ROUGH AND TURNED BARS.
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.

These rules hold good in testing steel also, according to a
results, which have been submitted to the commitwhich
tee, of tests made upon American Bessemer rail steel

number of

;

by those obtained by Col. Wilmot at the
Woolwich Arsenal, made also upon Bessemer steel, which we

results are confirmed

quote as follows

:

Material, Bessemer steel

;

test-pieces of

POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH.

TENSILE STRENGTH.

By

By

groove form

cylinder:

:

one square inch area.

162,974

Highest
Lowest

.

136,490

153,677

Average
Highest
Lowest

123,165

Average

114,460

103,255

The grooved thus exceeding the cylinder form, 32

to 34 per

cent.

PART

II.

COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF BARS IN THEIR

NORMAL CONDITION, AND AS REDUCED BY TURNING
AWAY THE SKIN AND ADJACENT IRON.

A few tests were made by tension

;

for the double purpose of

ascertaining if the strength per square inch of iron bars with
or without the skin is the same, and to compare the results

obtained by the two testing-machines
tables

show some

of the results

:

A and B.

The following

WEOUGHT-JBON AND CHAIN-CABLES.
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Consolidation of Results from 226 Tests
without Skin, showing Preponderance

Normal

"by

Tension upon Test-Pieces, with and

of Strength

Condition.

TESTIXG-MACHIXE A.

IRON.

in

Favor of

the

Bar

in

COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF ROUGH AND TURNED BARS.

TESTIXG-MACHINE

IRON.

B.

29
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With

iron F, which

was

so uniform in its structure that

any

peculiarity which manifested itself by any particular test seemed
to indicate a possible law, we find that, with the bars which

V

to If" inclusive, the rough
received the most work, viz., from
bars were stronger than the turned; above If" the more slightlyworked sizes reversed the proportion. If this result can be

accepted as indicative, it would be wise, in estimating the entire
strength of a large bar by the data afforded by the test of a
cylinder turned from its centre, to, as has already been said,
consider it probable that an over-estimate would be made. For
instance, the strength of the 2J" bar was 192,861 pounds by
actual test of the entire bar
by test of turned bar, 195,481
pounds by test of cylinder, 195,981 pounds ; showing a possible
;

;

over-estimate of 3,120 pounds
the core.

by use of cylinder turned from

TESTS OF BARS BY IMPACT.
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III.

Bars by Impact; showing Action of Various Types of Iron under
Sudden Strains.
tests

by which we have ascertained the powers

of the

various irons of the series to resist steady tensional strains*
applied in the direction of the fibre, and when manufactured
into links, have furnished us with

no data by which their

rela-

sudden strains, applied transversely, could
powers
be judged. As cables are more frequently broken by strains
of this nature than by all other causes combined, it was considered to be absolutely necessary that the series should be
to resist

tive

subjected to such tests as would develop their relative values
in this respect before we could express an opinion as to which
of the varying characteristics, as developed by tension alone,
indicated that the iron in which they existed could be con-

sidered

as

in

every

way

suitable

for

the

manufacture of

cables.

Having no apparatus by which such tests could be made,
one was devised by the chairman of the committee, by the
use of which we were enabled to form a fair judgment as
to

the comparative values of

the irons

when

subjected

to

shocks.

The
known

following
as the "

is

a description of this machine, which was
"

impact hammer
The Impact Hammer.
cast-iron hammer having a wedgeshaped impact surface upon its lower side is made to transverse
two perpendicular iron rods of say 2J inches diameter and from
:

A
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SO to 50 feet in length, which pass through holes in the body
hammer. The hammer may be of any weight, a convenient one being 100 pounds.
traveller of wood or metal,
fitted with a pair of hooks which can be opened or closed by
of the

A

up a cord attached to them, is placed upon the rods
above the hammer.
At the foot of the rods, they passing
through it, is fitted a cast-iron block with a cylindrical opening

pulling

The specimen of iron to be tested
eight inches in diameter.
placed across this circular hole, the hammer resting upon the

is

box which surrounds the anvil and supported by a chock, to
prevent accidents. A common purchase, through which a hoistled to the windlass, is secured to the portion of the
At the side of one of the rods an upright, marked
in
and inches, is secured.
feet
plainly
To use the machine, the hammer is hoisted to the desired
ing-rope

is

framework.

height, the lower edge of the hammer being brought in line
with the figure on the measuring-rod. When at the proper
height, the tripping-line is pulled, opening the hooks, and releasing the hammer, which falls, striking the specimen in the
centre a blow whose force can be measured, and which is de-

pendent upon the force of gravity at the location, and slightly
diminished by friction.

METHOD OF TESTING BY
Our method

of testing

this

by

IMPACT.

machine was

this

:

Test-pieces,

not less than twelve diameters in length, were placed across
the hole through the anvil, the centres being directly under the
edge of the wedge-shaped hammer, which was raised to various

and allowed to drop upon them.
Bars of some irons which were tested by this method could,
while in their normal condition, the skin being in no manner
nicked or weakened, be broken by two blows of less than three
thousand foot-pounds force with other irons it was necessary
heights,

;

to

weaken them by

a circular score

^

of an inch deep, that
it not being con-

we might succeed

in

venient to use a

hammer over one hundred pounds

breaking the test-piece,

weight.
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which could be hoisted but thirty feet. This cut through the
skin reduced the bar's power to resist, in the same manner that
it is reduced by the ordinary method of nicking with a coldchisel, and the blows of the hammer were of the same nature
as those given by sledge-hammers but with this machine the
force of the blow could -be regulated and known, and the
;

weakening produced by the cuts made uniform.
The wedge-shaped portion of the hammer permitted a bar
bend to an angle of 120.

to

Through the data collected by the test, by this method,
number of bars of various irons differing widely in

of a large

we were

able to detect the existence of a connecting
link,
partially trace its course, between the characteristics
displayed under tension, and those produced by impact.
Iron with high tensile strength generally proved to be poscharacter,

and

it would break
sessed of but comparatively low resilience
under the blows with but slight deflection, arid leave a fractured
surface, smooth as though the bar had been cut in two by a
sharp knife, the ends of the fibres showing, like steel, a fine,
.

;

slightly granulous surface.

slightly-worked character would have an
surface, but the coarse, granulous
appearance of the cut fibres denoted how slightly they had
been affected by the rolls.

Iron of

coarse,

equally smooth and bright

Iron with a high elastic limit would resist the first blow, with
little injury or deflection
but, the deflection once started

but

;

by subsequent blows, it would yield more at each than would
other irons with a lower limit, which were more affected by the
first

blow.

Some

irons would, after having been

weakened by

the circular cut through the skin, resist, with slight injury,
blows which would break in two bars of the same size of other

which had not been so weakened.
There are many irons, valuable for many purposes, which
would not yield good results under this form of test; but,
however valuable for other purposes, the material which proves
brittle under test cannot be expected, when made into cable,

irons
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and subjected

to strains of a similar nature, to prove equal to

its tasks.

Iron which is materially weakened by a repetition of slight,
sudden strains, none of which produce perceptible injury, but
which do so injure it that eventually a strain no greater, and

much

less, than those previously encountered, will
not suitable for cable. Iron whose entire strength
depends upon its remaining perfectly free from abrasion, or
Our tests by impact
slight cracks, is not suitable for cables.

perhaps
destroy

it, is

revealed that large

quantities of iron possessing the above

had been accumulated by the government, all having
passed satisfactorily the examinations, which consisted of
tension tests made upon test-pieces of erroneous proportions.
Much of this iron was of good material but the low price at
which it had to be supplied, in order that the lowest bidder
should, as the law directed, receive the contract, had necesdefects

;

sitated, that, in order to make it cheap enough, but very little
work should be expended upon it.
Our experiments demonstrated not only its want of value in
its present state, but also that by thorough work it could be

vastly improved ; and when, in addition to this work, material
of no greater cost, but possessing qualities that the coarse
chain-iron lacked, was added, we found that most valuable
,

was produced.
transformation will be described:

iron, capable of resisting all strains,

An

example of such a
The material selected was
iron, and was probably as
found in the pile, or in our

taken from the pile of 2 TV' cna i ninferior a bar of iron as could be
markets, there being in the stock of

chain-iron, however, a great

These

many

equally poor.

each over 26" long, were thoroughly tested.
Several which had not been weakened by a score were broken
bolts,

hammer dropped twentyhaving been struck from ten to
twenty times by the hammer, from a height of eight or ten
feet, and showing no injury or deflection, would, upon receiving
another blow of no greater force, break in two; other bars,

square in 'two by a single blow of the
five to thirty feet;

others,
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scored as has been described, would break in two at single
blows of from one to three feet drop.
In all cases, the appearance of the fracture was the same,
and would be described as " bright, coarse, granulous."
Iron from this lot, having been first thoroughly re-worked,
was piled with alternate layers of old boiler-iron, and hammered
into a bloom, from which a bar of 2" diameter was swaged.
This was cut into pieces 24" long, and the pieces were scored
in two places, 8" apart, and then tested as was the original
bar, except that each drop of the hammer was from a height
of thirty feet.
The first score received ten such blows before it

was

entirely torn in two,

and the fractured surface appeared

fibrous.

The extreme difference between the appearance of fractures
made upon the same material (and it of great resisting powers),
different degrees of the same force, indicates that it is unsafe,
even for an expert, to attempt to give evidence as to the character of the material from which a bridge, axle, or cable, that
has been accidentally broken, was made, unless he knows just
Jioiv it was broken.
To render a judgment upon this point, a
must
not
person
only be an expert, but he must know by what

by

character and

amount of

force the fracture

was produced.

The

fractures illustrated in the frontispiece, Fig. 2, supply
evidence of this fact. The three were made by impact upon

the same bar (of iron A, li" diameter) which was scored in
three places, eight inches apart. At a the score was slight, and
the piece was torn in two by repeated light blows.

At b the score was the same but, after the bar had been
broken half in two by light blows, one heavy one was given,
which cut in two the remainder.
At c the score was deep, and one heavy blow did the work
a would be described as " all fibrous," b as " half granulous and
;

:

half fibrous," c as " bright granulous."
Irons F, Fx, O, D, H, G, Px, and some of the bars of B, C,
and P, resemble more or less in their characteristics the iron

shown

in this plate.
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BAEKING.

A peculiar phenomenon occurred with irons of a

certain type,

during the test by impact, which was given the shop name of

"barking." The illustration in frontispiece, Fig. 1, will give
a clearer idea than description can of this phenomenon. This
occurred only in tests of very tough, ductile iron which had been

thoroughly worked, and which required several repetitions of
the blows to break in two.

As the deflection caused by each successive blow increased,
the transverse crack at the lower part of the test-piece widened,
and the surface iron became detached, and stood open like a

A

detached bark.
tough gray ligature with splintered surface
connected the two ends, and a finger could be thrust under the
skin on either side.

made of instances of this action it
to
deemed
most
excellent iron, occurring only
peculiar
being
with A, C, F, Fx, and 6.
Several photographs were

;

CRYSTALLIZATION.

The question as to whether crystallization can be produced in
by stress, or by repetition of stress with alternations of
rest, or by vibration, has been much discussed, and very opposite views are entertained by experts.
We have met but with one unmistakable instance of crystallization which was probably produced by alternations of severe
iron

stress,

sudden

strains, recoils,

and

rest.

The connecting-rod of the chaiu-prover was five inches in
diameter, and had been in use for forty years, and had, during
this period, been frequently subjected to stress up to 250,000
pounds, with recoils produced by rupture of test pieces.
It was carefully made in the anchor-shop, being hammered
from the best quality of wrought-iron scrap. It is not probable
than any section of it, if broken when first made, would have
displayed crystalline structure but, while we were testing, it
parted one day at less than 200,000 pounds stress, and the
;
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showed well-defined crystallizaand
bright as mica. The ends havbeing large
the
bar was again broken by impact
become
rust,
injured by
ing
at a point distant over a foot from the first fracture, and the
same appearance was found. The original of this fracture is
surface of the fractured ends

tion, the facets

now

in the cabinet of Stevens Institute of Technology.

IMPACT TESTS.
The records of tests by impact begin with the history of an
examination made upon the contract chain-iron in store, made
by the chairman of these committees, acting under the instructions of the Navy Department, with the object of ascertaining
the character of the iron on hand, and the effect of thorough
re-working upon such as was found unsuitable for cables.

This iron was stowed in piles classified by diameters. Most
of it had been received during the war from such contractors
its origin beyond this point was unknown
as
found by this examination, was worthcharacter,
general
The results of the experiments in
less in its present state.

as

had bid lowest, and

:

its

re-working, and in combining it with scrap-iron of a superior
quality, were such that the iron produced was pronounced by
the -Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering as "at least
equal, if not superior, to the best commercial iron, at less cost."

[The
impact

original report contains the records of about a thousand
From these the abridger has selected the records

tests.

F and M, as showing the variation of resistance to
a soft, ductile iron, and a hard, brittle iron.]
between
impact
of irons
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Impact.

by
UNSCORED.

Tests

of

F.

IRON

Record
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DIAMETER.
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SECTION
A

Paper

describing a Series

Operation of the

of Experiments

Law

IY.
to

determine Facts in regard

called the Elevation of the Limit

of

to the

Stress.

THE discovery that wrought-iron, after having been subjected to a steady stress up to the point of its ultimate strength,
would, if then released from stress and permitted to rest, experience an elevation in both its elastic and tensile limit, was made
by Professor Robert H. Thurston in November, 1873, and by
the chairman of these committees a short time afterward, while
carrying on an investigation by tension, Professor Thurston
having made his discovery by torsion tests. The discoveries
were entirely independent, neither experimenter having any
knowledge of the other's work.
As, at the beginning of the series of tests incorporated in this
report, but little data had been obtained as to the operation of
this new law, it was thought worth while, while making investi-

gations in regard to chain-iron, to utilize at slight expense many
of the test-pieces, in investigating its action. By bringing a
test-piece to the tensile limit, all data as to its strength are
obtained ; and by carrying the test to rupture, we gain simply

the dimensions after rupture, and
&c., to those measurements.

We
when

means

to reduce the strength,

number of test-pieces from stress,
was reached, and, preserving them for

therefore released a

the tensile limit

various periods, eventually broke them, with results as given in
the following paper
:

ELEVATION OF THE LIMIT OF STKESS.
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ELEVATION OF THE LIMIT OF THE STEESS.
Experiments Nos. 1 to 10.
Twelve test-pieces which had been strained to the point of
" tensile limit " while
testing irons C, D, and K, were permitted

from strain for from twenty-four to thirty hours,
then broken with results as follows
No. 1. Iron C, 2" ; strength second day over that at first test,

to rest free

:

3,357 pounds per square inch, or 6.6 per cent.

No.

Iron C, 1J"; strength second day over that at
2,238 pounds per square inch, or 4.4 per cent.
No. 3. Iron C, 1J"; strength second day over that at
2.

7,506 pounds per square inch, or 15.1 per cent.
No. 4. Iron C, 1J"; strength second day over that at
8,560 pounds per square inch, or 17 per cent.

first test,

first test,

first test,

No. 5. Iron D, 2" strength second day over that at first
952 pounds per square inch, or 2 per cent.
No. 6. Iron D, 1J"; strength second day over that at first
;

7,354 pounds per square inch, or 15.7 per cent.
No. 7. Iron D, If"; strength second day over that at
7,773 pounds per square inch, or 16.1 per cent.

No. 8. Iron D, 1|"; strength second day over that at
8,605 pounds per square inch, or 16.7 per cent.
No. 9. Iron D, 1J"; strength second day over that at

test,

test,

first test,

first test,

first test,

6,904 pounds per square inch, or 14.1 per cent.
No. 10. Iron D, 1J"; strength second day over that at
test, 8,325 pounds per square inch, or 16.3 per cent.

No. 11. Iron K, 1|"; strength second day over that at
test, 4,203 pounds per square inch, or 8.2 per cent.
No. 12. Iron K, 1"; strength second day over that at

first

first

first

5,040 pounds per square inch, or 8.8 per cent.
Nos. 11 and 12 were of a fine, strong iron, with considerable

test,

carbon, breaking with a steel-like fracture the remainder were
from tough, fibrous iron. The indications were that the lat:

all

ter type of iron gained the

most by the

rest.

While

testing
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the foregoing pieces, the stress which produced the first perceptible elongation (about .002 of an inch) was observed and
;

on the first test this stress was from 61 to 70, averaging about
65 per cent of the ultimate strength. Upon testing them the
second time, the stress which produced first stretch was nearly
identical with the ultimate strength.
Forty-two test-pieces of iron F, which
structure, were, after having been
strained to " tensile limit," allowed to rest for periods varying
from one minute to six months, when they were re-tested with

Second Experiment.

was of remarkably uniform

results as per table.
Elevation of the Limit of Stress.

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

Iron F.

Abstract from Detail of Tests.

PER CENT.
gain in less than one hour
gain in less than eight and over one hour, 3.8

gain in three days

.

gain in eight days
gain in over eight and
.

three days
Average gain in six months

.

.

.

.

.

less

.

TESTS.

.1.1

5

.16.2
.17.8

10

8

2

than forty-

....

15.3

5

17.9

12
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The elongation was
stress

and of those

irregular ; that of those broken at first
after six months' rest coinciding at 29 per

cent, while intermediates varied

from 27.5 per cent to 30 per

cent.

Having

failed to procure data as to the effect of rest after

strain, for periods between eight hours and three days,
resolved to fill the hiatus with a series made upon iron D,

was
which
it

resembled iron F, except in possessing somewhat greater tenacity when tested as an entire bar.
Seven test-pieces were brought to tensile limit upon one day,

and broken

after twenty-four hours of rest, with an average
15.4
of
per cent. This is but slightly below that of the
gain
F rested three days (16.2 per cent) and we may
of
iron
pieces
consider that at the end of one day the result is, with very
;

ductile irons, practically accomplished.
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Reduction of Strength letiveen the Ultimate reached, and
Breaking-point.

Six of the forty-two pieces were, after reaching the tensile
The lever
limit, on the second test, still further tested thus
:

;

having fallen, weights were removed until a balance took place,
which balance was maintained by removal of weights while the
crank was turned without cessation, but slowly and the speci;

mens

finally ruptured at

original strength, thus:

BETWEEN FIRST
AND SECOND TESTS.

INTERVAL,

strains

considerably less

than the
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This, we believe, will not prove true if the
ruptured by a sudden strain, by the action of which
the fractured dimensions will nearly coincide with those which

strained to rupture.

metal

is

would have existed
by

steady strains.

at tensile limit had the piece been broken
This was indicated by the results of an ex-

periment with an apparatus which we devised, by which we were
enabled to apply sudden strains to the specimen.
By means of a pair of spring clamps, a holder was attached
to the upper and lower clamps of tlie dynamometer ; and the

produced by turning the crank, or some indefinite porit, was accumulated in the legs of this holder, and at
The machine was
will transferred suddenly to the specimen.
stress

tion of

imperfect,

its

use involved risk of injury to the dynamometer,
test with it, which was as follows

and we made but one

:

Comparison of Effect of Steady and Sudden Strains upon Change
of Form.

Two specimens of nearly the same dimensions were turned
from iron E.
No. 1, having diameter .565", length 2.27".
No. 2, having diameter .565", length 2.25".
No. 1 was broken by steady tension, and at tensile limit its
diameter was .498", length 2.80". No. 2 was broken by a series
of jerks, and its ruptured dimensions were, diameter .496",
length 2.87" the ruptured dimensions of No. 1 being, diameter
;

.407", length 3.00".

Comparison of Elevation of Limit of

Stress,

upon Irons of differ-

ing Characteristics.

The

first

series of

experiments (Nos. 1 to 12) gave indica-

tions that the operation of the

law was

less felt

by

coarse

and

and l^y those of a steely structure, than by those
fibrous ductile texture.
This was considered to be

brittle irons,

of a

more

a point worthy of careful examination, and a series of comparative experiments was made upon test-pieces composed of
the three varieties of iron.
Thirteen pieces were prepared,

ELEVATION OF THE LIMIT OF STKESS.
five of

which were of

soft charcoal

bloom
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boiler-iron, five of

coarse contract chain-iron, and three of a fine-grained bar of
iron K, a very pure iron with high tenacity.
These pieces
and
were tested to tenwere all made of uniform proportions,
sile

limit

upon the same day.

They were then allowed

to rest

Some were broken at this
eighteen hours, and again,, tested.
second test ; others released from stress at tensile limit, and further tested after varying periods of rest, as per following table,
in which Nos. 62 to 66 were of the boiler-iron, 67 to 71 of the
contract chain, and 72 to 74 of iron K.

Effect of Uniform Rest upon Irons of widely 'different Character.

TEST-PIECES RESTED EIGHTEEN HOURS.
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Supplemental Tests of Nos. 62, 68, 69, 70, and 71, of foregoing
Test-Pieces.

No. 62, after having been strained to the tensile limit the
second time, was released from stress, and re-tested after one
years rest, when its ultimate strength was found to be 59,500
pounds, a total gain of 22 per cent upon the original strength.
No. 68 was rested for 7 hours, '41 hours, and 24 hours,
after each rest repulled to the tensile limit, with results as
follows (the first two tests being included for ready comparison)
Strength, first strain, 50,250 pounds rested 18 hours,

and

:

;

strength 53,200 pounds ; rested 7 hours, strength 54,700 pounds
rested 41 hours, strength 54,500 pounds; rested 24 hours,

;

strength 54,000 pounds.
strain, strength 50,700 pounds rested 18 hours,
55,300
pounds; rested 7 hours, strength 53,150
strength
41
rested 24
rested
hours, strength 56,600 pounds
pounds
hours, strength 54,000 pounds.
No. 70. First strain, strength 49,600 pounds; rested 18

No. 69. First

;

;

;

hours, strength 52,900 pounds; rested 8 hours, strength 51,000
pounds; rested 16 hours, strength 54,800 pounds; rested 24

hours, strength 53,000 pounds.
No. 71. First strain, strength 51,200 pounds ; rested 18 hours,
strength 52,800 pounds ; rested 8 hours, strength 54,900 pounds ;
rested

16

hours, strength 52,750 pounds;

rested

24 hours,

strength 51,750 pounds.
The four pieces were broken at the strains last given.

Experiments with Two Sets of Test-Pieces

:
One Set cut from
Normal Condition, the other from the same Bars
after the Latter had been pulled asunder by Tension.
Nineteen bars of various irons were selected, and from each
a cylindrical test-piece was prepared the bars were then fitted
with heads, and pulled asunder by tension. Another set of
cylinders was prepared by cutting the necessary length from

JBars in their

:

one of the broken ends, about six inches from the point of rup-
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ture.
Both sets of cylinders were tested, with results as per
following table, showing a great gain in strength in all cases
when the material could be classed as wrought-iron, but none

when

it

was

steel.

prives iron of the
this law.

power

infer that excess of carbon de-

to gain strength

through the action of

to 96.
Comparison of Strength of Two Sets of Testof which was cut from Bars in their Normal Condition, and
second from the same Bars after the latter had been pulled in Two.

Experiments Nos. 75
Pieces, the first
the

Hence we

NO. OF
TEST.
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between the two sets of tests was not
was several days.
There is no marked difference in the amount of elevation,
except upon the test-pieces made from L, which was a weldinterval of time

noted, but

steel,

it

although* sent to us as chain-iron.

With

this

metal the

were exceedingly irregular, and it was thought advisable
Four pieces were thereto make a few careful tests upon it.
a
bar
of
from
fore prepared
|" diameter, which were tested to
the tensile limit, and then rested for one hour, one day, one
week, and one month, respectively, when they were re-tested
with results as follows
results

:

Experiments Nos. 97

to

100.

Material

"Iron" L (Weld

Steel).
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V.

THE CABLE.

THE

information which

round bars has

we have gained by

the results of our

value in determining the characteristics of a suitable cable-iron, but it does not supply us
with all that we need.
tests of

The

its

round bolt, twelve diameters in
into
an oval form, and the ends
which
has
been
bent
length,
A
stud
or
welded together.
stay is introduced between the
sides, to prevent closure under stress, and kinking, while the
cable is being handled or used.
The tension tests upon the bars show us what strength
should exist in each of the sides of the link and the impact
cable -link consists of a

;

tests give us

an idea as to the power of the transverse sections

of the ends to resist stress suddenly applied, if the process by
which the bar is transformed to a link has no power to change

the qualities as found in the bars.
This process involves twice reheating and hammering the
once to make the scarfs, and once to make
ends of the bolts,
the welds, while the butt end of the link has at the same time
with the ends been heated once for bending. This forging and
re-heating has a tendency to lower the elastic limit and strength
of the two ends of the bolt upon which the weld is made ; the

process of bending affects some irons injuriously; and the comparatively incompressible stud, which prevents closure, alters
the nature of the strains.
If

none of these causes reduced the strength of a

link,

and
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the single area of each end should be so strengthened by its
arched form that it would be equal to the two sides combined,

the strength would be just twice that of the bar from which

it

was made.

A suitable chain-iron is one which will develop in the link
form the greatest and most uniform proportion of this two
hundred per cent. And the development of a low or irregular
proportion indicates that the iron is not suitable. The divergence from the two hundred per cent marks the extent to

which an iron can be called suitable.
The causes which operate upon all irons to reduce their percentage are, first, the weld second, the stud. We have tested
a large number of chain-links to destruction, and their action
under the strain of tension has been carefully noted. We find
;

that the lowest percentages of the bar's strength are developed
by those irons which do not permit strong and thorough weld-

ing by ordinary processes and that, in breaking links of all
variety of irons, the weld end is generally the weak part of the
link ; and that with certain types of iron this weakness is so
;

great and of so frequent occurrence that cables
iron are very unreliable.

made from such

In the rupture of 435 links, 333 of

them broke at the weld end, 86 at the
butt end, and 16 on the side.
The most ordinary location, of the
if we except irons Fx, F, L,
M, and Px, was at the quarter of the

rupture,

weld

;

which rupture

is

produced by a

resolution of the force of direct tension

and the resistance opposed by the

stud.

The sketch will show the

parts of the

links designated as quarter weld, &c.

An

examination of the records of

strength of links, and of the percentage of the bar's
strength developed by the links, will show that all of those
the
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which broke "through the weld" were very weak and
Hence an iron whose weld is
irregular in both factors.
links

through any cause unreliable is not suitable for cable.
Experiments indicate that we cannot strengthen the link by
changing the location of the weld, and our only resource is to
select such iron as is least injured by the process of welding.
Among the causes which produce deficiency in welding
properties, there are two which produce great tenacity in the
bar, viz., chemical peculiarities and excessive work: therefore,
excessive tensile strength is found to exist in a bar as

when

tested by tension, it should be regarded as a probable indication
of deficient welding properties. As may be seen by the records
of tension and impact compared, high tenacity in the bar fre-

quently indicates a lack of power to

resist

sudden

strains.

Therefore, in judging iron by tensile strength alone, it should
be considered as more than probable that the strongest bars will

produce the weakest cables, although there will undoubtedly be
in each of such a few links with greater strength than can be

developed by irons of less tenacity.
The second cause which tends to prevent the link from
developing twice the strength of the bar is the stud.

Our experiments

lead us to consider that the opinion which
generally entertained, and which is backed by the most eminent authorities, that the studded link is stronger than the
is

unstudded one made from the same
principle and in fact.

iron, is erroneous,

both in

Rankine, in his "Manual of Machinery" says, "An unstudded chain has about two-thirds of the strength of a studded
chain of the same diameter of wire." John Anderson, LL.D.,
superintendent of machinery to the War Department, Woolwich, in a work published in 1872, says, "It is to be noted,
whatever the explanation may be, that the stayed-link chain,
when made of the same diameter of iron as the open-link, is
stronger than, the other in the proportion of 9 to 6. The office
of the stud is to prevent the collapse of the link, and thereby
intercept the shearing action due to the
link within the other."

wedge action

of one
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American authorities coincide with the above opinions, with
which, however, we entirely differ. Theoretically it should not
be stronger, actually it is weaker, than the open-link.

Theory indicates that when the links are without studs they
might stretch until they nipped each other, and then be in the
best possible position to resist stress the sides being parallel and
;

separated but by their own diameter, the ends so closed together
that the stress is received and transmitted through bearing sur-

much greater than before the parts had yielded to stress.
Our experience in testing cable links showed us that with all

faces

classes of iron this tendency to assume the strongest possible
form existed, but in very different degrees and in this differ;

ence

we

find a possible reason for the different conclusions that
been arrived at by the English experimenters and by our-

have

The English use

selves.

and the studs

for chain-cables iron of great tenacity,
made of malleable iron.

to their links are

Our experiments have been made both with links of iron of
and with others made from iron with medium

similar character,

and low
In

all

tenacity, but with great ductility and power of flexure.
cases we have, however, used the ordinary cast-iron stud.

Experiments made upon iron of a

soft ductile type

showed

that the excess of the strength of the unstudded link over that
of the studded ranged from twelve to seventeen per cent,
averaging about fifteen per cent, of the strength of the studded
links

;

while with links

made

of iron of a coarse, hard type the
shown by the

excess of strength was about five per cent, as

following tests.

EXPERIMENTS UPON COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF STUDDED
AND UNSTUDDED LlNKS MADE FROM SOFT DUCTILE IRONS
(C AND F) DIAMETER OF IRON, 1J".
The links were arranged in seven sections, of three links
;

of which the centre link was in each case an open one,
and the two end links (E L) were connected to the proving-bar
7
by means of links of considerably greater diameter (l T g").

each

;

After pulling each section until one of the links broke, the
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was again pulled till one broke, and
unbroken remaining link was broken.
The results of the tests were as follows

pair remaining

:

Test

No.

finally the
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From which we

deduce, that, of the same iron, an unstudded

would have exceeded

in strength the studded one, in
actual strength, over 13,000 pounds, or 15 per cent and that
after having been subjected to stress sufficient to break the

cable

;

studded

links,

the unstudded cable would have

still

proved

and, further, that a vessel provided with a studded
cable made of this good chain-iron of 1J" diameter, of which

reliable

;

150 fathoms would weigh five tons, would have possessed more
than if the cable had been of the l-j%"

reliable ground-tackle

contract-iron, weighing eight tons.
During the experiment recorded, several times

it happened,
through the stress or the recoil, one of the studded
links became an open one, by the stud splitting and flying out.
In addition to the evidence given, abstracts from our tests

that, either

show that

in breaking thirty-three sections of links of iron
Fx, D, O, and N, which were composed of both studded and
unstudded links, in twenty-nine cases the link which broke was
a studded one.

From

the facts recorded, we feel that we are justified in
saying, that beyond doubt, when made of American bar-iron,
with cast-iron studs, the studded link is inferior to the un-

studded one in strength.
Therefore we place the stud as next to the weld among the
elements which tend to prevent the individual links from developing the utmost possible strength.

DESCRIPTION OF METHOD OF TESTING CABLES.

Our

records embrace the results of strength, &c., obtained
the rupture of 229 sections of cables, of various diameters

by
and

lengths, made from eighteen different irons.
These are given in the tabulated record of breaking strains,
arranged in the order of the relative strength.
The history of the test, as cable, of one of the irons (Fx), is

given in detail below.

The
end

links were generally arranged as shown in the cuts ; the
links, Nos. 1 and 5, and centre link, No. 3, being unstud-
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The end links were, in some cases,
ded, the others studded.
of greater diameter than the links to be tested, in which case
they were not recorded in the number of links in section.

After we had decided upon the superior strength of the
unstudded link, our test-sections were prepared with end links
of the same size and iron as the other links, but without studs.
The shackle-pins were oval, and made to correspond with the

diameter of the links.
Test as Cable of Iron Ex.

Links arranged as per Sketch. Elongation
corded when .03" was observed on No. 2 Link.

re-
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the strain becoming more severe, the disproportion in its effects
less, and that frequently the open link is still service-

becomes

able after the studded link has broken.

The following abstract shows the extreme variation that we
have found in the strength of cable of the same size, made from
We gather from it that a variation of from
several irons.
five to seventeen per cent may be expected in the strength of
and that, if proper care is not exercised in
ordinary cables
selecting the material, the average variation may rise from
;

twelve

to

twenty-five

per

cent

of

the

strongest.
Variation in Strength of Cables.

i

strength

of

the
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No system of tests made upon cable-bolts alone would have
detected with certainty this inferior iron. Had the iron been
furnished in thirty-feet bars, each bar would have produced
with a remainder of twenty-four inches for test
purposes, the test of which would have given valuable evidence
sixteen

bolts,'

of the character of the sixteen links.

WEIGHT or CHAIN-CABLES.
The

chain-cables manufactured

very heavy

;

and we are led by the

by the ordinary systems

are

results of our investigation

to believe that their weight can be reduced
advantageously,
and as great, if not greater, safety be secured.

The weight and dimensions
different sizes,

and of

of various portions of cables of

full cables, of the

are given in the following table

Number and Weight of Links

M

length ordinarily used,

:

in

150 Fathoms of Cable.
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METHODS BY WHICH THE WEIGHT OF CABLES CAN BE
DUCED IN A GREATER RATIO THAN THE STRENGTH.

Two methods

RE-

of reducing the weight of chain-cables, without

impairing their strength, present themselves as results of our

experiments; the first founded upon our investigation of the
action of the rolls and our impact tests combined, and the
second upon comparative experiments of the strength of studded

and open

We

links.

that, when made from the same material,
the large bars possess less strength, in proportion to their areas,
than the small ones, as opposed to steady strain, and generally
much less absolute power to resist sudden strains.
I.

have found,

The strength per square inch of a li"-bar being 54,000
pounds, that of the 2" would be 50,000 pounds, and the entire
strength of the 1J", 112,000 pounds; which
that of the 2", viz., 157,000 pounds.

is

71 per cent of

If the two bars, 2" and If", were equally valuable in every
respect for cable, and both in link form developed the same
percentage of the bar's strength, say 163 per cent, the strength
of the
cable would be 182,600 pounds, which is 71 per cent

1"

while its weight, 23,996
viz., 256,000 pounds
66.4
but
of
would
be
cent
that of the 2", viz.,
per
pounds,
of that of the 2",

;

36,125 pounds.
If it be considered that the loss in actual power to resist
steady tension is not counterbalanced by the gain in reduced
weight, the comparative powers to resist sudden strains should
be considered. It is more than probable that the greater work
given to the 1J" will have so increased its ductility that its

power

to resist

sudden

strains will prove greater than that of

the 2" cable.

These views are borne out by many of our experiments, from
which we will select the bars of iron N for comparison. This
iron was sent to us by a prominent manufacturer, in answer to
an order for " samples of best cable-iron."
The 2"-bar had tenacity 51,748 pounds, and, when broken by
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tension, had a very slight reduction of area and elongation
broken by impact, it proved very brittle, and, while in no ways
nicked or injured, would break like a pipe-stem by moderate
:

blows.

Tested as cable, the links developed but 141 per cent of the
;
viz., 232,000 pounds.
The liT-bar, with tenacity 56,344 pounds, when tested by

bar's strength

tension, reduced in area to 60 per cent of the original,
elongated 23 per cent.

Tested by impact,
60

it

proved

before breaking, and,

when

and

fairly tough, deflecting to over
circled with a score, resisted to

a greater extent than did the 2" in its normal condition.
Tested as cable, the links developed 164 per cent of the bar's
strength, breaking at 195,500 pounds, or at 84 per cent of the
strength of the 2".
In this case, there can be no doubt but that the smaller and
lighter cable

would have proved the most

reliable.

Irregularity in strength is a great fault in cable-iron this is
more apt to occur in large than in small bars ; one reason for
:

which

is, that irregularity in heating the piles produces irreguin
larity
strength, and to this the large bars are more greatly
exposed than the small ones. The pile and resultant bar of 2"

five hundred pounds, and, while passing through
of course, much more difficult to handle than a
"
"
lighter pile or bar there are greater liabilities of
buckling
"
"
and bending; and, while the workmen are mauling the bar to

weighs four or

the

roll, is,

:

straighten

it,

the next bar to be rolled

is

being delayed in the

furnace, and the effects of variation in the heat are not provided against by regulating the latter. It seems but natural,
that, if the pile for a small bar is heated enough for rolling
in one hour, portions of the large pile are, in the same time,
equally ready, and that by longer delay in the furnace they
become overheated.

The

effect of

overheating

is

to lower both the elastic limit
.

and the strength.
Irregularity in

the

workmanship by which the

links

are
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manufactured produces irregular strength in the cable.
To
this the larger bars are exposed to a greater extent than the
smaller ones the weld is less apt to be perfect. A small bar
and the
is, when at the right heat, welded by a few quick blows
time of the operation is not great enough to allow the iron to
become cool. With a large bar it is different. It requires more
:

;

and harder blows, and more time

;
and, if at the right heat
the operation is begun, it may be too cool before it is
ended, or, in order that it shall not be, it may be heated a
the surface of the weld is greater,
little too much on the start

when

;

and

more exposed

to the

danger of interposition of ashes,
of
will prevent a perfect weld.
or
either
which
dust,
scoria,
Finally, if the cable be finished without any accidental
is

defect, the proof of the 2" so far exceeds that of the If", in
proportion to its strength, that it is possible that the strength
it may have had will be lowered by it.

For the reasons assigned, we are of the opinion that the
margin of safety secured by the use of a cable of 1" iron,
weighing twelve tons, is equally great as by the use of the 2",
weighing eighteen tons.
II. The second method of reducing the weight of cables consists in the substitution of open for studded links.
There exists a strong prejudice against the use of cables
made from links without studs. This prejudice is based upon
the opinion which is very generally entertained, that, first, the
open link is not as strong as the studded one second, that,
;

owing to the want, of the support given to the sides by the stud
when used, the open link will collapse at a much lower strain
than the studded one

will, and that this collapse will be so
that
the
will
links
nip each other, and become rigid and,
great
third, that the liability of the relative position of the links to
;

become misplaced is greater with the open than with the studded links, from which cause jams may occur in the hawse-pipe
when the cable is running out, or, after having remained some
time with a slack cable, a sudden squall, tautening it, might
produce the same effect.
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of these objections, viz., that the open link

is

weaker

than the studded one, our experiments show to be without foundation.

We

The contrary is the case under all
are led, by the results of our tests,

circumstances.

doubt that the

to

second objection exists to the extent generally supposed.

We

open links begin to change form
at a lower stress than the studded ones
but the sides having
soon
the
stress
is
resisted by the tenasomewhat,
straightened
of
material
and
unless
iron is very soft
the
the
itself,
city
and ductile (much more so than is usually the case with chainand at an
iron), the closure does not continue to be rapid
extreme stress, sufficient to rupture the studded link, if there
be one in the section under test, the closure has not been so
find, that, in all

cases, the

;

;

great as to unfit the open links for service.
With irons F and O, both extremely ductile, some of the
open links were too much closed for service, but others were

having resisted the stress which broke the studded
iron, however, will not often be made into cables
and we have, to a certain extent, a resource by which this early
closure of the sides may be delayed with all irons.
A cable made of bolts of of an inch greater diameter,
not, after

links.

Such

;

without studs, will possess fully twenty per cent more strength
than the smaller studded cable, and will weigh but a trifle more.
For instance, the total weight of 150 fathoms or ten sections
of 1 J" studded cable would be 20,143 pounds and that of 150
;

fathoms or ten sections of

1"

open

cable

would be 22,008

pounds.

Thus the difference in weight would be but 1,865 pounds.
The probable strength of the 1J' studded cable would be,
;

that of the

at

1 6", if

studded, 182,000
greatest, 157,000 pounds
the minimum
pounds, and if unstudded considerably more
difference of 25,000 pounds being nearly sixteen per cent of
the entire strength of the li" cable. And, as the action of
the studs tends to pry open such welds as may not be perfect,
;

;

the chances for regularity in strength are much increased by its
omission.
And it is more than probable that the extreme stress
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which the 1J" would break would not close the links of If"
them unserviceable.

to such extent as to render

The

third objection to the use of open-link cables is that
presumed that they are more liable to become fouled

it is

and
kinked than the studded-link cable, while being stowed in the
chain-locker, or when slack, and the vessel changes her position
without tautening the cable.
There are reasons based upon facts which actually exist,
connected with the process of manufacture, which justify us
in the assumption that the danger from this cause is not so
great with open-link as with studded-link cables.
[These
reasons are given at length in the original report.]

COMPARISON OF RESULTS OBTAINED BY TENSION UPON SECTIONS OF CABLE-LINKS, AND UPON BARS OF THE IRON

FROM WHICH LINKS WERE MADE.
It was considered that if there existed, as seemed probable,
a relationship between the strength and other properties of the
round bar, and those of the links made from it, it would be a

valuable result to determine such relationship, and to find to
great an extent it could be depended upon, and within

how

what margins

inasmuch as the simple and inexpensive test of tension upon a portion of a bar would provide data
by which the probable strength of a cable made from it could
it

existed

;

be judged.

The

following tables have been prepared for the purpose of

developing this relationship, and finding its margins.
We find that with iron of moderate tenacity, and with good

welding properties, the percentage of the bar's strength, which
is carried with great uniformity into the link, is from 160 to

175 per cent

;

that,

with irons of unsuitable

qualities, this per-

frequently low and frequently high,

it being very
than 155 per cent, made up of
and that with the best
very irregular factors, are common
chain-iron, although there may be links which develop over 175

centage

is

irregular,

and averages of

less

;

per cent, such cases are rare.

THE CABLE.
Comparison of Strength of Cable-Links and Round Bars.
Iron A.
CABLE LINKS.
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WROUGHT-mON AND
Iron E.
CABLE LINKS.
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THE CABLE.
Iron Fx.

CABLE LINKS.

Third Lot.
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Iron P.
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V-
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WlfBBSXTYj
SECTION

VI.

PROOF STRAINS FOR CHAIN-CABLES.
EFFECTS PRODUCED BY THE USE OF THE STRAINS PREDISCUSSION
SCRIBED BY THE ADMIRALTY PROOF TABLE.
OF THE PRINCIPLES UPON WHICH "PROOF STRAINS"
PROOF TABLE CALCULATED UPON
SHOULD BE BASED.
SUCH PRINCIPLES.

A FINISHED

cable has yet a final ordeal to undergo before it
one which may prove disastrous to its

issued for service,

is

value, even if
its

it

manufacture.

has escaped every danger that has accompanied
"
which means that each
It is to be " proved
;

of the fifteen-fathom "sections" of which

it is

composed

is

to be

subjected to a tensional strain sufficient to make it probable that
the presence of any defective links will be made manifest, that

be removed, and replaced by others.
tension in excess will probably injure the cable, it becomes
a matter of importance to fix upon a strain for each size, which,
they

may

As

while sufficient to insure the detection of unduly weak links,
will not produce them.
Most American manufacturers of cable
use for each size a stress which

is

prescribed

by the standard

proof table of the British Admiralty and their cables are sold
with a guaranty that they have been so proved.
;

Our experiments lead us to doubt the wisdom of thus applying this English standard to measure American material.

We

consider, that, as applied to cables made of American bar-iron,
this standard is faulty in two important respects
:

First,

The

stress prescribed

by

it

for every size of cable

is

too great.

Second,

The

stresses for the different sizes are

their proportion to the strength of the links.

unequal in

PROOF STRAINS FOR CHAIN-CABLES.
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assign the following reasons for these opinions
stress for all sizes is based upon the assumption
:

The

that the cable bolts of all diameters possess a strength equal
thousand pounds per square inch. Few bars of Ameri-

to sixty

can iron have this strength, and, when they have, their cost precludes their use as cable-iron and, as has been shown in the
;

investigations by tension, although this strength may be found
in the small bars, it is not found in the large sizes of the same
iron.

Secondly, If the bars of all sizes did possess this strength,
is still too great; for it probably exceeds
by a
amount the elastic limit of the links.

the "proof"
considerable

The

table as furnished to the committee

manufacturers,

viz.,

&

by two prominent

Co. of Troy, and Mr.
herewith given, that the discussion

Messrs. J. B. Carr

H. L. Fearing of Boston, is
which follows may be clearly understood.
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The formula upon which column 3 is calculated is one
embodied as a rule as follows
" For
proof of each size, square the number of eighths of an
inch in the diameter of the bar, and multiply the result by 630,"
:

the result being the stress in pounds. Thus 1", 8 eighths,
64, and 64 X 630
40,320 pounds."
squared
Our experiments show that the elastic limit of the large bars
is generally lower than that of the small ones of the same iron.
:

=

Hence the

=

irregular effect of the proof strains

becomes a danger-

ous one.

The

practical

and actual

results

which we have found

to

occur through the use of this table, and which have doubtless
occurred with many cables proved by it, but which have not
been, found, are that the stress is so great that it always exceeds
the elastic limit of the links, and frequently cracks them.

A few such results will be given.

oms

Six sections, each five fath-

were made up from good chain-iron three were
"
of 1|", and three of 1|": all were "proved
by the Admiralty
"
Table, and after proof inspected in the shop all were "passed
as sound; but upon examination by aid of a magnifying-glass
fourteen of the 387 links were found to be cracked.
In the following table the strength of the strongest and
weakest links made from several of the best of the chain-irons
we have examined is given, with the ratio borne to such
in length,

;

;

strength by the Admiralty proof strains for the sizes

IRON.

:
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Convinced by the evidence which has been given, that provby this standard was a fruitful source of
weakened cables, we were also aware, that, in recommending
that it should be no longer used, we should, if the advice were
ing American cables

followed, deprive manufacturers of good cables of a safeguard
against competition by those who might unchecked use inferior
iron.

We

have therefore considered

it

essential that

we should

provide a substitute which would, in our judgment, prescribe
strains which would fully prove cables, and not be liable to
injure them.

We

submit such a table, which

is

based upon the

two

principles, that a proof strain should not greatly exceed
the elastic limit, and that the strength of a cable is equal

only
In the preparation of this table it
was first necessary for us to establish within reasonable limits
the probable maximum and minimum strength of cables of
various sizes, and the elastic limit of the links. Neither of
these factors can be fixed definitely: there are many causes
which tend to produce great differences, both in the strength
to that of its weakest link.

and

made from

elastic limit of links

important of these causes
at the best are the

weak

The most

the same bar.

the liability of the welds, which
spots of all links, to lack uniformity
is

;

and no rules can be given which

will insure

uniform work from

We

a number of chain-welders.
were therefore compelled to
base our table upon data which, at the best, could be considered
as but indicating probabilities.
Assuming as a standard of perfection the characteristics of a

which when made into a link should develop twice the original strength of the bar, we considered that the iron which approached most closely and with uniformity this standard was
that which should be considered as the most suitable for cables.
We have the records of the strains at which a large number of
bars in their normal condition were ruptured by tension, and of
many sections of cable made from them, which are incorporated
in the "Tables of Comparative Action of Bars and Links."
From these tables we have made the following abstracts which
bar,

enable us to arrive at conclusions as to the probable strength
of cables made from irons varying in characteristics
:
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We have the comparative records of 210 sections of cables
broken by tension, which were made of fifteen different irons.
Assuming that the utmost strength which can be found in a
link is equal to 200 per cent of that of the bar from which it
was made, we have a standard by which to compare the irons,
and

establish their relative value.

this standard,

we

Examining the

abstracts

by

find that 36 sections developed over 170 per

cent of the bar's strength, 22 of them exceeded 175 per cent,
9 exceeded 180 per cent, and only one exceeded 185 per cent.
On the other hand, 67 sections developed less than 155 per
cent, leaving 107, or over 50 per cent of the series, which

developed between 155 and 170 per cent of the bar's strength
and of these the average development was 163 per cent.
The 210 sections of various irons can be reduced to 143 sections of iron which may be considered as more or less suitable
;

of the 67 sections, which
than 155 per cent of the bar's strength, and
at once deciding that they have no claim to be considered as
having been made from suitable chain-iron.
This we can do in many cases, and assign good reasons 24
for cable,

by eliminating the records

were broken at

less

:

were made from an iron (M)

which analysis demonstrated that phosphorus, copper, nickel, and in some cases
chromium, occurred, and possibly reduced their welding values,
"
of this iron occurred " through the
as all the " low breaks
"
weld
eight were made from iron K, in which carbon was high,
and ten from irons Fx and P, which were known to have been
sections

in

;

overworked, leaving but 22 such percentages to be assigned to
the chapter of accidents. From which data we conclude that
bars of fairly good chain-iron will produce links whose strength
will not be less than 155 per cent, and not over 170 per cent;
and that by a series of tests an average of not less than 163 per

made up

of fairly uniform factors, should be expected.
have therefore adopted for our standard of strength and
welding qualities combined, 170 per cent of the strength of the
bar for a maximum, 163 per cent for an average, and 155 per
cent for a minimum. Iron which in the link form develops the
cent,

We
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which do not vary greatly, we consider to be
which falls below the average, or produces it by

results

suitable ; that

very irregular factors, we consider as unsuitable.
It remains to decide upon the strength of bar, which will
most probably produce links which will develop the largest and
most uniform percentages. Our records again supply the required data.

We find the

irons A, B, O,

and F, which were low

in tensile strength, sustained the process of manufacture into
links with less loss of strength than did other irons which

exceeded in this respect
tensile strength was
uniformity as cable.

;

and with

all

of the series excess of

accompanied by deficiency in strength and

We

have therefore decided upon adopting a low tensile strength
as a probable indication of a high welding value, and as shown
by the relative order as judged by the power of resisting sud-

den

strains, of great resilience.

In selecting the low tensile strength, we did not decide arbitrarily in favor of the precedence which should be given to the
percentage of bar's strength developed by the links. We find
that in many cases the actual strength of the links made from
the bars of low tensile strength equals and exceeds that of
others from much stronger bars.

For example, iron

K

2" bar, tensile strength 58,900 pounds
inch
per square
strength of link, 258,900 pounds.
Iron A, tensile strength 2" bar, 50,171 pounds ; strength of
link, 265,000 pounds.
Iron D, tensile strength 2" bar, 51,152 pounds ; strength of
link, 276,500 pounds.
Iron F, tensile strength 2" bar, 48,956 pounds strength of
;

;

link,

268,750 pounds.

In recommending for cable-manufacture iron of this character,
are aware that in so dping we will come in contact with a

we

widely-spread and deeply-rooted prejudice in favor of the strong
bar as best adapted to make strong links. It undoubtedly would

be

so,

were

fibre is

it not that great strength in the direction of the
not found often to exist except through the effect of
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a great amount of work, which will cause the iron to be too
expensive for cable-iron, or through the presence of various
chemicals which increase tenacity at the expense of welding
properties, thus unfitting

it

for use as cable-iron.

We

consider that our experiments justify us in recommendas
a suitable strength for a 2" bar of chain-iron a mean
ing
between the margins found to exist in those bars whose record

both in bar and link form has been just given and as the links
of iron D, with tensile strength 51,152 pounds, and of iron F
with 48,956 pounds, were equally good and strong, we adopt
their mean of 50,000 pounds.
And we find that iron A, which
possesses nearly the medium strength as a bar (50,171 pounds),
produces cable which is remarkably strong and uniform.
Considering, then, that an iron is suitable, which, as a 2" bar,
has strength of 50,000 pounds per square inch, and that other
irons whose variation from this strength does not exceed five per
cent above or three per cent below are equally suitable, we have,
;

in determining the strength for the other sizes, to avail ourselves
of the information procured in the investigation of the action of
the rolls ; which is, in brief, that the proportional strength of the

bars of the same material increases as the diameter decreases,
and that the aggregate of the increase for the sixteen sizes (meas-

uring by sixteenths of an inch between 2" and

V)

is

from four

to six thousand pounds, produced by steps which are made
more or less irregular by irregularities in heating the piles.

Using the mean of the aggregate of increase of our best and
most uniform irons, we find that the strength per square inch
of a bar of
diameter is about 5,600 pounds greater than that
of the 2", and that, if the 2" bar is equal to 50,000 pounds, it is

V

probable the

V will be equal to 55,600 pounds.

was necessary to connect these strengths assigned to the
extremes by a series of successively increasing factors, the aggre'
gate of which should equal 5,600 pounds. It was evident that
It

a uniform co-efficient of increase for each of the sixteen reductions could not be used, as the difference in strength produced by
variations in reductions changed much less rapidly than did that
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in the entire strength of the various-sized bars produced by
therefore calculated a ratio which
variations in diameter.

We

produced a constantly increasing co-efficient to be applied as
the diameters decreased, with the results given in the table
below each of which results is the correction to be added to
;

the strength per square inch of any size in order to obtain that
of the size -Jg" less in diameter.

Starting with 50,000 pounds as the strength of the 2", and
adding the increasing co-efficient, we arrive at a strength per
square inch for each size which agrees closely with that found

and most uniform chain-irons. The latter, however,
to constant chances of irregularities from many
exposed
being
causes, cannot be expected to coincide in strength very closely
with any calculated table.
in the best

Using the above factors of correction, we obtain the following
table

:

Probable Strength of Round Bars, calculated with an Allowance for Variation in
Strength due to Variation in Diameter.
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by means

of the corrections for variation in diameter given in
the table, the strength of a bar of, say, 2", can be closely estimated from the data furnished by the test of
bar.
Selecting
irons A, F, O, and P, which were quite uniform, the strength
of the 2" bars was

V

:

Actual strength
Calculated with correction
Calculated without correction

The

A,
A,
A,

157,630 Ibs.

;

F, 150,413 Ibs.

;

P, 159,720 Ibs.

;

F, 151,346 Ibs.

;

0, 151 ,597
O, 148,989

Ibs.

154,190 Ibs.

Ibs.

181,836 Ibs.

;

F, 163,136 Ibs.

;

0, 166,635

Ibs.

P, 163,800 Ibs.
P, 181,600 Ibs.

an over-estimate of from 12,700
which
error
is reduced in two cases by the
pounds
use of the corrections to an over-estimate of 4,080 and 933
pounds, and in others to an under-estimate of 3,448 and 2,608
latter process involving

to 24,200

;

pounds.

The following

table has been prepared, in which the averof
bars as have produced good cables is
such
age strength
in
contrast
with
the strength called for by the calcuplaced
lated table :
Comparison of Calculated with Actual Strength of Bars.
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Having thus fixed upon a

suitable strength, for each sized

we deduce

the probable strength of cables made from
them by the aid of the percentages of the bar's strength which
we have found will probably be developed by the links, as
bar,

indicated by those found in such irons as we have examined.
In this table of strength of links it is considered that no iron

should be expected to possess in link form over 170 per cent of
the bar's strength, and that no suitable chain-iron should possess
less than 155 per cent of the same ; and that the average strength
of a

number

of tested sections should not be less than 163 per

cent, such average to be

made from

fairly

Probable Strength of Cables made from Bars with
that given in Table.

Size of Bar.

uniform factors.
Strength corresponding to
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normal condition, that the elastic limit of good cable-iron is
about 57 per cent of its ultimate strength.
The process by which the links are manufactured undoubtedly changes both the strength and elastic limit of the portion
upon which the welds are made the extent of this change we
have no means of knowing ; and so irregular are the processes
:

of manufacture, that, if accurately ascertained in regard to a
tested link, the data would be of no value in estimating its
extent in the case of another.

We

are therefore again reduced to probabilities.
Generally
the elastic limit of material is coincident with the first perceptible

permanent change of form produced by

stress.

With

a

chain-link this cannot be accepted as correct, as, through various causes, the form of the link may change at a stress not

great enough to produce change in the atomic relations of the
material.
Still, this first change of form indicates an approach
to this limit

many

links,

and we have carefully observed it in the test of
and find that with such irons as A, B, C, F, Px,
;

and others considered suitable for cable, the percentage of the
stress which will break the cable, at which the elongation can
be observed and measured, is about 44 per cent, and that this
percentage exists with considerable regularity, so much so that
we feel justified in assuming it as the nearest approximation to
the elastic limit of the link that can be deduced from our ex-

But we believe, for several reasons, that in most
too low a percentage first of which is, that, through
badly fitting studs, many links during the beginning of an increasing stress may be considered as open or unstudded ones,
"
a
closure of the
and the " first stretch is

periments.
cases

it is

sides

upon the stud

:

;

produced by
and open links begin

slight
to stretch at a

much

It is probable that a mean bethe ratios of the ultimate strength at which the material

lower stress than studded ones.

tween

57 per cent, and that at
44 per cent, will give as
nearly the probable elastic limit of the link as can be obtained
by any other process. No exact limit can be fixed upon.
bar form begins to stretch,
which the links first elongate,

in

viz.,

viz.,
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We

have, therefore, in calculating the proof-strains, assumed
is not safe to use above 50 per cent of the
strength of
the weakest part of the cable.
that

it

The proving
are as follows

strains calculated

upon the

principles indicated

:

Recommended Proof-Table: being equal to 45.57 per cent of the Strength of
the Strongest, and to #0 per cent of that of the Weakest, Links.
SIZE.
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The important
table

and the one

First,

points of difference between the
in use are

recommended

:

In the former, the proof stress

is,

for every size, uniin
;

form in its proportion to the probable strength of the links
the latter, it varies with every change of size.

Second, Unless he elastic limit of the link is a greater proportion of its ultimate strength than that of the bar was of its
strength, the strains of the table in use exceed this limit greatly,

upon

all sizes,

while those of the former do not.

Third, The recommended

table recognizes the probability
of there being introduced into cables links made from bars
which, although of equally good iron as the rest, are, through
fault in rolling, more or less scant, and, in consequence, possess
less strength than bars rolled true ; which deficiency will be

carried into the links. Should there, by accident, be a few
"
in a 2" cable, the Admiralty proof would strain
1-J-f

links of

the strongest of such links to over 62 per cent, and the weakest
to over 70 per cent,, of the actual strength.

For these reasons we recommend that this table, based upon
American iron, be used in place of that of

actual strength of
the Admiralty.
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VII.

Notes upon the Various Irons examined, with Experiments showing

I.

Effects produced by reworking Material of Different Characteristics.

Chemical Analyses of

II.

the Irons, ivith

Comparison of

the

PART

Chemical and

Physical Results.

PART L

NOTES UPON THE IRONS EXAMINED.

A COMPARISON of
strains

upon

bars,

by steady and sudden
strains upon the links made
there are two classes of iron, which,

the results obtained

and by steady

from the bars, indicates

although possessing considerable tensile strength in the form
of straight bars, are equally unsuitable for cable-iron, through
defective resilience, or inferior welding qualities.

The

first class includes the greater portion of the ordinary
iron
found in the market, which is cheap because it has
cheap
not received enough work which is expensive, to greatly change
its characteristics from those which it possessed as crude iron.

When tested by tension, iron
of form at rupture
tle

and

;

of this class shows slight change
and when broken by impact it proves brit-

unreliable.

After fracture the appearance of the broken surface
scribed as

" coarse
granulous," and generally

is

is

de-

bright and

glistening.

Such iron

will,

little deflection,

when

subjected to impact, break with but

and sometimes by blows

had previously withstood without sign of

The second
tenacity,

which

it

injury.

excellent irons with high
due either to very thorough work, or to in-

class includes
is

of less force than

many
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its composition which tend to increase tenacity,
frequently at the expense of welding qualities.
few notes in regard to the irons we have examined will

gredients in

A

illustrate these points.

CONTRACT CHAIN-IRON.
The general character of this iron was that of
coarse, brittle,

and

class first,

slightly worked.

As a result of the tests the entire stock on hand was condemned but much of it having been found to be susceptible of
;

great improvement by re-working,

it

was

so treated with

good

results.

HAMMERED
The
follows

process

by which

this

IRON.

iron

was manufactured was

as

:

Such of the contract chain-iron as our experiments had shown
most benefited by increased work was selected, heated to
a very high heat, and thoroughly hammered by the steam-hammer, each link or bolt by itself, until it was flattened to a slab.
During the process great quantities of dross and .scoria were

to be

expelled.

Old condemned boilers were cut up, and the better portions
cut into slabs, which were heated to a red heat, and the rust
beaten off. These slabs of the two irons were then piled in the
following

manner

:

Boiler-iron.

Twice-hammered

Once-hammered

chain-iron.

chain-iron.

Crown-sheet boiler-iron.

Once-hammered

chain-iron.

Twice-hammered

chain-iron.

Boiler-iron.
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These piles were about 20" by 10", and were heated and hammered into octagonal irons.
The advantages which it was hoped would be secured by the
above method of piling were, that the soft and comparatively
that the coarse,
plastic centre would permit extreme flexure
;

once-heated chain-iron would, being supported by this yielding
centre, sustain flexure to^a much greater extent than if not so

supported ; and that the thoroughly re-heated and re-worked
layers of chain-iron next to the outer layers would impart
strength and toughness to the mass, and would absorb any
blows or sudden strains, which received upon the outer surface
would encounter first a cushion, and then a tough iron and
;

would possess great power to resist both
sudden and steady strains, would bend double without breaking,

that the resultant iron

and, the parts not being perfectly homogeneous, the rupture of
a portion of a bar would not render valueless the remainder.

That we secured

all these advantages, our tests show
plainly.
Tested by tension, the iron showed fair tensile strength
(average 53,000 pounds), uniformity, and ductility ; tested by
impact, bars of all sizes in their normal condition would sustain
heavy blows with slight deflection, and finally double till the

were close together, without injury. Extreme tests were
one hundred and ninety-seven bars of 2" diameter were swaged from the blooms, each of which was circled
with a score % f an incn deep in the centre. These bars were
sides

made by impact

:

struck upon this score by the wedge-shaped hammer of the
impact testing machine, dropped from a height of thirty feet,
the hammer weighing one hundred pounds. Each blow was

considered to be equal to 3,000 foot-pounds.
2,
5,

or 1 per cent, resisted 7 blows.
or 2.54 per cent, resisted 6 blows.

27, or 13.6 per cent, resisted 5 blows.
68, or 34.5

per cent, resisted 4 blows.

71, or 36 per cent, resisted 3 blows.
21, or 10 per cent, resisted 2 blows.

3 broke at

first

blow.
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The three which broke at single blow were found to have
been made partially of boiler-steel.

IRON A.

From

least three

into iron

hammered blooms,

those which had resisted at
blows were re-heated and rolled in the copper-mill

these

A.

All the bars showed great ductility and change of form under
tension, having a rather low elastic limit, which was due, no
doubt, to the fact that the softer and more ductile portions
stretched first. Tested by impact, all sizes up to 2%" bent completely double by heavy blows (3,000 foot-pounds) delivered
upon the centre of the test-pieces, bending them to the face of

the wedge, when the steam-hammer completed the closure.
No iron which we have examined has proved superior to
this for cable-iron; and there is no reason why any manufacturer should not be able to produce similar material, by

suitable mixtures in the piles, and by giving such amount of
work as is found to be best adapted to develop good welding
properties.

Even though

it should be considered as impractical to arrange
with
due attention to a balancing of opposite charevery pile
the
acteristics,
quality of ordinary chain-iron can be vastly
improved by subjecting the coarse material of which it is gen-

erally

composed

to

much more thorough working than

is

ordi-

narily the custom.

IRON B.
this iron, viz., lyf", 1-JJ"? and 1 TV'> were ^lir~
nished as sample bars to compete for an order for chain-iron,

Three bars of

I, J, K, and L, all of which are
referred to as the " nine ^irons."
By the result of the tests, this
iron was accepted for the three sizes, the contractor having substituted samples of iron B at the last moment for those of iron

with bars of irons C, E, G, H,

L

previously furnished, which proved red-short and worthless.
This iron showed plainly the effect upon quality of increased
reduction by the rolls, the smaller sizes being the most ductile

and welded most

firmly.
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C.

Three bars of this iron, viz., If", If", and li", were furnished
"
and upon the results of the
to compete with the " nine irons
tests this iron was received in the above sizes.
The tests by tension and impact of the sample bars showed
great ductility, low tensile strength, and remarkable toughness,
with great power to resist impact.
As cable the welding value was high, and the single links
developed from 178 per cent to 199 per cent of the bar's
strength, averaging 187 per cent.
The iron delivered differed greatly from the samples: the
tensile strength was higher and, although generally tough and
;

;

strong, the characteristics of the iron delivered

had received much
material.

As

less

work than the samples,

showed that it
if of the same

cable links the 1J" developed an average of 162

per cent, the If" 155 per cent, and the If" 153 per cent, of the
bar's strength, made up of very irregular factors, ranging from

134 to 177 per cent. The If" was brittle under impact, the
If" less so, and the li" generally very tough.

IRON D.

Two
1",

lots of this iron,

were purchased for

each consisting of nine bars from 2" to
testing.

Differences in the

amount of

reduction in the rolls produced with this iron very marked
differences in strength,
the smaller bars having much greater
the
than
ones.
All sizes possessed great power
larger
tenacity
to resist impact, except the 2" bars,

which were generally very

brittle.

It

seems probable that the second

first.

lot,

having been prepared

received a great deal more work than the
This overwork manifested itself both in increased tena-

expressly for

test,

city and in decreased welding value ; the single links of the first
lot developing an average of 178 per cent, and the sections of

the second 158 per cent of the bar's strength.
The 2" bar of both lots differed greatly from

all

the smaller
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it was difficult to believe that
they were
Both were very brittle under impact, and

so greatly that

bars,

of the same iron.

when

tested by tension, broke with almost imperceptible change
of form, showing bright granulous surface of fracture.

IRON E.
The

was all of good quality, moderate
under
tough
impact, and made good cable.
iron

tensile strength

This set of bars presented one peculiarity: the 1", instead
of being of less tensile strength than the If", as is generally
the case, was of greater ; and, on inquiry at the mill for the
cause,

we found

that at this mill the pile used for the

1" was

of the same sectional area as that of the li", while at most
mills

it is less.

IRON F.

None

of the bars furnished can be considered as chain-iron, for
which purpose the manufacturers made a harder and stronger

We, however,

iron.

tested

many

of

them

in the form of cables,

considering that, in the records of such cables, we would find
what could be expected of iron of very low tensile strength.

F proved

uniform under every form of

test,

the tensile strength,

elongation, reduction of area, strength of links, and percentage

of bar's strength developed by links, resistance to impact, and
welding qualities, of any one lot, furnishing valuable evidence
as to

what might be expected of another.

IRON Fx.

The bars of this iron were rolled from piles made up of the
same combination of crude irons as was used in the manufacture of iron F, but which piles were made to differ from those

F

of

in sectional area.

The
all

proprietors of the rolling-mill furnished, without charge,
the facilities and material necessary to assist the committee

in an investigation into the effects of the rolls

of a

;

the object of
of bars, of

the experiments being the production
sizes, the tensile strength per square inch of which
should be uniform.

various

set
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This result was accomplished, on the third

trial, by so gradof
the
various
the
sectional
areas
that the areas of
piles,
uating
the bars rolled from them bore uniform ratios to those of the

piles.

(See the record of this experiment, page 18.)

The resulting bars had received much more work than iron
F: they had higher tenacity, equal if not superior resilience,
but inferior welding

qualities.

IRONS G, H,

I,

AND

J.

These bars were furnished to compete with the nine irons for
a contract, but few tests were made upon them.
and
both proved of good fibrous material, sufficiently
worked, and the few links made from them were strong G, as

G

H

;

174 per cent, and

single links, being equal to
cent, of the bar's strength.

H

to

182 per

Iron I was thoroughly red-short; and it was impossible to
make links from it, they breaking while being bent.

Six bars of iron J were furnished, which proved to be of a
kind called in the shop "rotten." When tested by impact,
with a sledge-hammer, the bars would split tinder the blows,
showing smooth, black faces, resembling charcoal.

IRON K.
All the bars of this iron were of the same character, which
was that of a fine-grained, thoroughly-worked, refined bar, of
great tensile strength and uniformity, showing, when broken
by any form of force, fine bright silvery fractures.

The bars were
as the material

so uniform in strength that they were selected
from which to make experiments which de-

pended upon uniformity

in

Under impact-tests,
the skin was intact, a bar

value.

cold,

slight

character
iron

of material for their

K

gave peculiar results: if
of 2" diameter could be doubled,

but if a
by heavy blows, without showing injury
score, or nick, was made in it, this power was entirely
;

lost.

The welding

properties were not good, that

is,

by the

ordi-
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nary process. With some of the links, that were probably
welded at suitable heat, the welds were firm, and they possessed great strength
but others, made from the same bars,
broke at very low strains.
;

The

character of the material was so opposite to that of
charcoal-bloom boiler-iron, each possessing valuable qualities

which were lacking in the other, that it was resolved to make
some experiments by mixing the two and the results show
plainly, that, by such admixture, iron superior for chain-cables
to either of the constituents could be produced, and that excellent chain-iron can be made by mills whose ordinary prod;

ucts cannot be considered as suitable.

IRON L.
Five bars were furnished to compete with the nine irons.
All forms of test indicated that the material was steel

;

which

analyses subsequently confirmed. The tensile strength was
great ; reduction of area abrupt power of resistance to impact
;

very slight

when

value low

strength of links very irregular.

;

scored, but fair

when not

scored; welding-

IRON M.

A great number of

tests were made upon this iron, both by
and chemical processes. It was delivered as chainnumber of different times and lots. The bars of these
varied greatly among themselves and the lots differed in

physical
iron at a
lots

;

many respects.
As cable, the
trouble with

it

The
iron proved very defective and irregular.
seemed to be, that, if not welded at exactly

the right heat (a very low one), the part of the link upon
which the weld was made lost its strength by the process,
and in many cases, when tested, the links would break

through the weld at very low strains, showing little or no
change of form, and the fractured ends remaining unreduced
in diameter.
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IKON N.
The bars

of this iron (eight in number) were furnished to
"
by a leading manufacturer as samples of first"
and they were probably a fair sample of the
class chain-iron ;

the committee

ordinary character of such chain-iron: tested by tension, the
strength was generally high, change of form slight.

Under impact, the large bars were very brittle, the 2"
breaking by blows, when unscored, which the 1" resisted after
being scored. As cable, the If" was superior to the 2".
The fault with this iron was too little work, the large bars
receiving

much

This iron

is

less

in

than the small ones.

IRON O.
no sense of the word

a chain-iron

;

and

its

merits should not be judged by its action in the form of cable.
The material was soft charcoal-bloom, and of high price.
It proved of value in our experiments upon the effect of the

and

as furnishing us with data as to the extreme of
of
form
which would occur to a link of very soft iron
change
under stress. Although too ductile and soft for chain-iron,

rolls,

some of the larger sizes produced good links, while the smaller
sizes were overworked for the purpose, and did not.

IKONS

P AND

Px.

These irons were made at the same rolling-mill, and when the
physical tests were made upon Px it was considered to be of
the same material as P and the differences in their characteristics were attributed to variations in the mechanical processes
by which they were produced, P having received one course
of heating and hammering which was omitted with Px.
Subsequently chemical analyses showed marked differences in the
nature of the two irons.- The results of the analyses were confirmed by a letter from the manufacturer, in which he states
;

that he perceives that the weak point of previous lots (iron P)
was the lack of transverse strength when scored, and that he
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lias

in this lot

tially

(Px) overcome the

difficulty,

without essen-

This was effected by,

lowering the tensile strength.

first,

the selection and rigid puddling of pig-iron as free from phosphorus as possible ; secondly, using a physic, which tended to
eliminate the silicon

and sulphur; and

finally, the

omission

The result of these experiments by the
of the hammering.
to
correct
the defects found at the testingmanufacturer,
was
the
machine,
production of a superior chain-iron, which
resisted impact well,

PART

II.

and welded

firmly.

COMPARISON OF CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL
RESULTS.

Variations in the physical qualities of iron may be due to
different composition, or to different treatment in manufacture,
or to both of these complex causes. In order to determine the
specific causes of variation,

one class of altering conditions

should be made to vary largely, while the other class should
Then another class should be varied, and
be kept uniform.

As all the irons
so on until the value of each is ascertained.
under consideration were intended to have that purity and
refinement which was deemed indispensable in chain-cables,
their chemical analyses are, perhaps, more important in proving
that physical variations result chiefly from variations in treatment, than in pointing out the specific effects of certain inWhile the subject of treatment
especially the
gredients.
increase of strength by greater reduction in rolling
may be
the more important one, it can best be appreciated after we
have familiarized ourselves with the general chemical and
physical characters of the irons.
in the following tables
:

The

typical facts are given
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II.
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Relative values of irons in bars, in tenacity, reducand elongation, and in proportion of chain to bar.

III.

Summary

of principal physical

and chemical char-

acteristics of sixteen irons.

Under the head of phosphorus, the leading chemical and
physical facts about each iron likely to be affected by this
element are compared, and then the group of irons is considered, and a conclusion is reached under the head of silicon^
the irons are again gone over in a similar manner and so on
A description of a few
with carbon and other ingredients.
;

;

which composition should have the greatest influence
on strength, will suffice to introduce these conclusions.

irons, in

EFFECTS OF PHOSPHORUS.
Iron

O

:

P., O.OT

;

Si.,

0.07

C., 0.04

;

;

slag,

medium.

Chemical impurities all very low.
iron had been thoroughly worked.
Tenacity as bar and as link very low.
Ductility as bar and as link very high.
Welds very good.
Low phosphorus does not alone account for these qualities^
Iron F, with P.,0.20, Si. 0.16, and G. 0.03, has about the same
tenacity and welding power, and approaches the same ductility!
Iron P, with P. 0.25,- Si. 0.18, and C. 0.083, has about equal
ductility, but inferior welding qualities.
Seeing that the

The

(

thorough working of the small bars decreased welding power,
as compared with that -of the less compressed large bars, it is
probable that method of manufacture is an important factor in
all physical results.
The effects of low phosphorus are not
i

conspicuous.

IronP:

P., 0.25

;

Si.,

0.18

;

C., 0.03

;

slag,

very low.

high ; C., medium other impurities, low.
Tenacity high as bar, irregular as link.

P., rather

;

Ductility high when .not nicked, low when nicked. Welding
value medium, through overwork, andjpossibly high P.
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Iron

Px:

P., 0.09; Si., 0.028; C., 0.066.

This iron had the highest average of good qualities of the
commercial bars examined, and was the best for general construction purposes.
The characteristic effects of phosphorus
might, previous to our investigation into the effects of reduction, have been considered as shown by the behavior of two

specimens, one of iron P, and one of Px, made in the same way,
except that one course of piling and hammering was omitted

from

Px

;

viz.,

V bar-iron P

phosphorus, 0.25 ; tenacity, 57,807 pounds ;
19
per cent.
elongation,
If" bar-iron, Px phosphorus, 0.09 tenacity, 54,212 pounds
elongation, 24 per cent.
:

:

;

;

But this increased tenacity and decreased ductility of the
smaller bar are not due to P. alone : it had Si. 0.18 against
Si. 0.03, and it had more reduction in the rolls.

The

difference in the tenacity of the bars of the same sizes
may be considered as probably of similar

of iron P, which

composition, was nearly 5,000 pounds ; while between the bars
P and Px, it was but 3,600 pounds.
Phosphorus may have affected the welding qualities and the

in question,

ductility

much

;

Px, with much less of this element, welded
and had greater powers of resisting sudden strains,

as iron

better,

than iron P.
Iron D: P., 0.18 (0.12 to 0.24);

Si.,

0.15; C., 0.03-

slag,

low.

Carbon low, other impurities medium.
Different bars very differently worked.
Tenacity high as bar and link.
Ductility medium as bar and link.
"Welds very good.
There are various proofs that low phosphorus, even with low
silicon, does not cause high ductility, and that the amount of
reduction is the more important factor. For instance
1" bar, P. 0.24, Si. 0.17, has tenacity per square inch, 61,000
pounds elongation, 26 per cent.
:

;
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li" bar, P. 0.16,

pounds

Si. 0.11, has tenacity per sqdare inch, 56,000
elongation, 23 per cent.

;

2" bar, P. 0.21,

Si. 0.16, lias tenacity per square inch, 49,146
elongation, 0.07 per cent.
welds of the medium-sized and worked bars are the best,

pounds

The

;

No harmful

but

all were good.
traced in this iron.

Iron

B

Iron

F:

welded

best,

P., 0.20

;

effects of

and 'had P.

Si.,

0.23,

phosphorus can be

and C.

0.015.

0.16; C., 0.03; slag, low.

Carbon low, other impurities medium.
Iron suitably worked for welding, and very uniform.
Tenacity as bar and as link very low.
Ductility high.

Welding power good.
The remarkable uniformity of
been made with great care, from
tenacity

is

The same

so low,

it is

this iron

proves

selected materials.

difficult to say,

it

to

have

Why its

on chemical grounds.

Fx, more worked, gives a medium tenacity, with
Iron A, with less P., Si., and
substantially the same analysis.
C., is stronger. Iron B has lower P., the same Si., and only 0.02
C.,

iron,

and yet a higher tenacity.
Fx (F more worked):

Iron

P., 0.19; Si., 0.17; C., 0.03.
the
same as in F.
Ingredients substantially

much more worked than F.
Tenacity medium in link and bar.

Iron

Ductility good.

Welding power below medium.
Iron

B

:

P., 0.23

;

Si.,

0.16

;

C., 0.015.

P. rather high, Si. medium, and C. very low.
Iron not sufficiently worked for strength.

Tenacity rather low.
Ductility quite low.

Welds very good.
Notwithstanding the extremely low C., the iron was not ducP. may well account for this, but not for low tenacity, as

tile.

some of iron

F had

more

P.,

and much higher

tenacity.

Low
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C. may partly account for low tenacity and good welds, but
small reduction seems to be an equal cause. High P. did not
prevent excellent welding.

M:

Iron
P., 0.25 (0.21 to 0.32) ; Si., 0.18 (0.16 to 0.26) ; C.,
0.04; Ni., 0.18 (0.03 to 0.34); Cu., 0.34 (0.13 to 0.43); slag,
various.
P. rather high,
C. rather low.

The amount
from the

Si.

of

above medium, copper and nickel

work the

high-,

iron received can only be inferred

sizes of the bars.

Tenacity considerably above average.
Ductility average.

Welds weak.
The character

of this iron

character varies so

much

is

so complex,

and

its

physical

no satisseems certain

in the same-sized bars, that

factory analysis of the data can be made. It
from a comparison of the tables, that neither copper, nickel,
The effects of
cobalt, nor slag materially affected strength.
these ingredients on welding will be considered under another

head.*
Conclusions about Phosphorus.
The best of these irons
The extreme limits are 0.065 and
average P. 0.09 to 0.20.
soft boiler-plate- steel might have the former amount:
0.317.

A

the latter would give high tenacity and brittleness to even a
steel.
The investigations have been made so diffithe
chemical
by
similarity and general purity of most of
the irons, and by their various degrees of reduction in roll-

low carbon
cult

ing, that the effects of
traced.

phosphorus cannot be independently

The phosphorus (average in each iron) runs very irregularly
as follows, beginning with the highest of the following physi* Chromium occurs
only in iron M, four analyses of- which show, Cr. 0.061 to 0.089. As this
element is known to increase the tenacity of steel, it may have hrought iron
up to a good
standard of tenacity without helping its other stuctural qualities. These experiments give no
absolute evidence as to the effects of chromium but it may be said that when mere tenacity is
made the criterion of fitness, an iron like
may be found which will meet that requirement, and

M

;

M

still

prove untrustworthy for cables.
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Tenacity, 0.72, 0.15, 0.20, 0.17, 0.22, '0.25, 0.19, 0.19,

0.09, 0.15, 0.19, 0.23, 0.18, 0.20, 0.20, 0.07.

Reduction of Area,

0.07, 0.18, 0.09, 0.20, 0.15, 0.25, 0.19, 0.19, 0.20, 0.22, 0.17, 0.15,
0.23, 0.19, 0.07, 0.20.

Elongation, 0.09, 0.25, 0.07, 0.18, 0.19,

0.20, 0.19, 0.22, 0.20, 0.19, 0.15, 0.17, 0.15, 0.23; 0.20, 0.07.

be generally stated that phosphorus 0.10, with carbon
about 0.03, and silicon under 0.15, gave the best chain-cable
One of the best irons, however, had P.
irons of this group.
It

may

although low tenacity and high ductility are the chief
requirements of such irons.
The effects of the different constituents on welding will be
0.23,

considered under that head.

EFFECTS OF SILICON.
See foregoing description, of irons O, P, F, and M.
In iron F, which is among the highest in silicon, did

this ele-

ment cause the very low tenacity despite the fair amount of P.
(0.20) ? If so, Si. must affect tenacity more than it affects ducBut this is not the fact. In iron J, ductility as well as
tility.
tenacity is made very low by high Si. (0.27).
,1

Iron J:

Si.,

0.27 (0.18 to 0.32); P., 0.20; C., 0.035; slag,

average.
Silicon high, other impurities

medium.

Iron not overworked.

Tenacity very low in bar and link.
Ductility very low in bar and link.
Weld rather bad.

There was no apparent chemical or physical cause for this
low strength, except excessive silicon. Under sledge-blows the
bars split as often as they broke off; and the faces of the fracture
were like layers of charcoal, although both carbon and slag
were medium.
Conclusions

about Silicon.

understood than this one.
Terrenoire
in

ingredient of steel is less
technical managers of the

in France, who have been notably successful
manufactures founded on chemical induction,

Works

their steel

No
The
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especially in the manufacture of sound steel castings which
contain a large amount of Si., believe that this ingredient,
up to the amount contained in most of the irons we are considering, does not decrease the tenacity or ductility of steel.
And it is true that good steels are made by various processes

with as

much

managers that

as 0.20 Si.
silica

attributed to silicon.
this case the ore has
slag,

Why

It is

believed by the Terrenoire

the cause of the bad effects usually
The table of analyses will show that in

is

not been mistaken for the metal.

which contains the

silica,

The

has been separately determined.

wrought-iron should differ from steel in respect of the
we have not so far been able to determine, if,

effects of Si.,

indeed, it does so differ. It can only be said, with reference
to this series of experiments, that there is an apparent decrease
of strength due to an excess of this element, while the effects

medium amounts of it are overshadowed by
The extremes of Si. were 0.028 and 0.321. In

of

it

averaged about 0.15.

It ran as follows,

decreasing order of value
0.15, 0.18, 0.18,

:

0.17, 0.16,

In Tenacity,
0.03,

0.16, 0.07.

Reduction of Area,

0.18,

0.16, 0.15,

0.16,

Si.,

0.18, 0.15,

0.16,

Si.,

0.16,

larger causes.
the best irons

with a regularly
0.09, 0.15, 0.15,
0.16,

0.14, 0.27,

0.07, 0.14, 0.03, 0.16, 0.16,
0.15, 0.16, 0.17, 0.09,

0.27.

Elongation, Si., 0.03, 0.18, 0.07, 0.14, 0.16, 0.16, 0.16, 0.18, 0.15,
0.17 0.16, 0.15, 0.15, 0.16, 0.27, 0.09.

EFFECTS OF CAKBON.
See foregoing remarks on iron B, in which C.

is

extremely

low.

Iron L: C., average 0.35, highest 0.51; P., 0.10;

Si.,

0.10;

slag, low.

Carbon very high, other impurities quite low.
Tenacity as bar highest.
Ductility as bar and link lowest.

Welding power most imperfect, decreasing as C. increases.
The following table,* from a paper by William Hackney,
*

Head before

the Institution of Civil Engineers, London, April, 1875.
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Esq., is valuable in this connection, as showing the amounts of
C. in various well-known brands of wrought iron and steel.
Percentages of Carbon in some Varieties of Iron and Steel.
SERIES OF THE IKONS.
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Ductility below

medium.

"Welding power quite low.

The ductility was very fair when the bar was not nicked.
The fracture was fine and silvery, like that of low steel. These
facts, and the medium amounts of other impurities, point to C.
as the hardening element.

P. and

Si., and low carbon,
tenacity and higher ductility.

Irons having similar amounts of
and C, have lower

like irons

E: C., 0.018; P., 0.18;
C. very low, other impurities

Iron

Si.,

A

0.16.

medium.

Tenacity below average.
Ductility high.

Welding power pretty good.
These phenomena seem to be connected with low carbon.
Carbon.

Conclusions about

So much

is

known concerning

the influence of C. on both wrought-iron and steel, that there
is little danger of falling into error about it.
The irons under
consideration have C. almost exclusively low and pretty uniform the exceptional cases give very marked physical results,
The
especially iron L, which is the only one really high in C.
:

*

other irons ranged between 0.015 and 0.07.

Carbon ran with

the following decreasing order of value in Tenacity: C. 0.35,
0.068, 0.032, 0.042, 0.044, 0.033, 0.055, 0.032, 0.066, 0.032, 0.032,
0.015, 0.02, 0.036, 0.026, 0.043.
0.066, 0.026,

Reduction of Area, 0.043, 0.02,

0.033, 0.032,

0.032,

0.068, 0.015, 0.055, 0.35, 0.036.

0.032,

0.032,

0.044,

0.042,

Elongation, 0.066, 0.033, 0.043,

0.02, 0.032, 0.026, 0.032, 0.044, 0.032, 0.055, 0.032, 0.042, 0.068,

0.015, 0.036, 0.35.
It seems thus easy to vary the physical qualities of puddled iron by carbon but whether or not it is easy to uniformly
vary the carbon in puddled iron, the checkered history of the
;

"

"

puddled-steel
process will show. As we shall observe farther on, for uses in which the value of an iron depends on the

strength of the particular kind of weld given to these links,
C. must be under 0.04.
But for uses in which the strength
of the bar is the measure of fitness, C. may run up to 0.50 or

more.
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is so very low in all these irons, that its effects
It is highest in one lot of iron D, viz., 0.097
traced.
be
cannot
have little effect, in view of the fact that
could
but even this
Mn. is often three times as high in very soft steels, and some-

Manganese

;

times runs above one per cent in low structural steels. Mn.
seems to toughen steel, and to make it cast sound its harden:

ing effect

up

to

Mn.

0.20 to 0.30

is slight.

M

is very low in all the irons, except
(Cu. 0.31 to
and
Cu.
about
the
has
which
ductility.
average tenacity
0.43),
is next highest (Cu. 0.17) in iron A, which has rather low
tenacity, but very high ductility, on account of its low carbon
These experiments furnish no evidence that copper
(C. 0.02).
Its effect on welding will be further conaffects strength.

Copper

sidered.

Nickel was only high (M. 0.34) in some of the bars of
M, but did not appear to affect their strength. That
may have helped their welding capacity, is further re-

iron
it

ferred to.

was so low (Co. 0.11 maximum) that its effects on
not be traced. Possibly copper may have been
could
strength
neutralized by Ni. and Co. in its effect on strength, but these
Cobalt

data are not evidence one

way

or the other.

Sulphur was extremely low in all the irons, S. 0.046 being
the highest percentage in one lot of iron M. So little S. did not
and it
affect welding power, as we shall observe farther on
could hardly impair strength, when irons red-short from much
;

S. are usually strong.

.

This averages about one per cent. It is lowest in
Slag.
iron L (slag 0.38), and highest in the 2" bar of iron
(slag

N

This bar had 51,700 pounds tenacity, and 8.7 per cent
2.26).
elongation while the 1^" bar of iron N, with 1.258 slag, had
Was
56,000 pounds tenacity, and 21.7 per cent elongation.
;

this the result of too little

work on the

larger bar, or of the

Is the presence of much slag merely an indislag per se?
cation of too little work,
of a loose structure resulting from

too

little

condensation of the fibres?

Or does

the slag, as slag,
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or dirt, exert an independent weakening influence
to the table of analyses we find
:

IRON.

?

Referring
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preventing of contact between molecules, by the interposition
of such substances? This theory is based on such facts as the
following

:

Not only iron, but steel, has been so perfectly united
that the seam could not be discovered, and that the strength
was as great as it was at any point, by accurately planing
and thoroughly smoothing and cleaning the surfaces, binding
the two pieces together, subjecting them to a welding heat,
and pressing them together by a very few hammer-blows. But
when a thin film of oxide of iron was placed between similar
smooth surfaces, a weld could not be effected.
1.

2. Heterogeneous steel-scrap, having a much
larger variation
in composition than these irons have, when placed in a box
composed of wrought-iron side and end pieces laid together, is
(on a commercial scale) heated to the high temperature which

the wrought-iron will stand, and then rolled into bars which
are more homogeneous than ordinary wrought-iron.
The

wrought-iron box so settles together as the heat increases, that
it nearly excludes the oxidizing atmosphere of the furnace, and
film of oxide of iron is interposed between the surfaces.
At
the same time the enclosed and more- fusible steel is partially

no

so that the impurities are partly forced out, and partly
diffused throughout the mass, by the rolling.
.The other theory is, that the molecular motions of the iron

melted

;

by the presence of certain impurities, such as copand
carbon, in such a manner that welding cannot occur or
per
are changed

greatly impaired. In favor of this theory it may be claimed
that, say, two per cent of copper will almost prevent a weld
while, if the interposition theory were true, this copper could

is

;

only weaken the weld two per cent, as it could only cover two
per cent of the surfaces of the molecules to be united. It is
also stated that one per cent of carbon greatly impairs welding

power, while the mere interposition of carbon should only
reduce it one per cent.
On the other hand, it may be claimed that in the perfect
welding due to the fusion of cast-iron, the interposition of ten
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or even twenty per cent of impurities, such as carbon, silicon,
and copper, does not affect the strength of the mass as much as

one or two per cent of carbon or copper affects the strength of
a weld made at a plastic instead of a fluid heat. It is also true
that high tool steel, containing one and a half per cent of carbon, is much stronger throughout its mass, all of which has
been welded by fusion, than it would be if it had less carbon.
Hence copper and carbon cannot impair the welding power of
iron in any greater degree than by their interposition, provided
the welding has the benefit of that perfect mobility which is due

The similar effect of partial fusion of steel in a
wrought-iron box has already been mentioned. The inference is,
that imperfect welding is not the result of a change in molecular motions, due to impurities, but of imperfect mobility of the
of not giving the molecules a chance to get together.
mass,
to fusion.

Should

it be suggested that the temperature of fusion, as
with
that of plasticity, may so change chemical affinicompared
ties as to account for the different degrees of welding power, it
may be answered that the temperature of fusion in one kind of
iron is lower than that of plasticity in another, and that, as

the welding and melting points of iron are largely due to the

carbon they contain, such an impurity as copper, for instance,
ought, on this theory, to impair welding in some cases, and not
to affect

it

in others.

This will be further referred

The next inference would be,
we chiefly improve the quality

to.

that

by increasing temperature
of welding. If temperature is

increased to fusion, welding is practically perfect ; if to plasticity and mobility of surfaces, welding should be nearly perfect.

Then, how does it sometimes occur, that, the more irons are
heated, the worse they weld?
1. Not by reason of mere temperature ; for a heat almost to
dissociation will fuse wrought-iron into a homogeneous mass.
2. Probably by reason of oxidation, which, in a smith's fire
especially, necessarily increases as the temperature increases.
Even in a gas-furnace, a very hot flame is usually an oxidizing
flame.
The oxide of iron forms a dividing film between the
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surfaces to be joined while the slight interposition of the same
oxide, when diffused throughout the mass by fusion or partial
It is true that the contained
fusion, hardly affects welding.
;

slag, or the artificial flux,

becomes more

fluid as the

tempera-

ture rises, and thus tends to wash away the oxide from the surfaces but inasmuch as any iron, with any welding flux, can be
;

oxidized

till it

ing the slag
the iron.
3.

But

is

scintillates,

the value of a high heat in liquefy-

more than balanced by

its

remains to be explained,

it still

damage

why some

in burning

irons

weld

at a higher temperature than others ; notably, why irons high
in carbon, or in some other impurities, can only be welded
soundly by ordinary processes at low heats. It can only be
said that these impurities, as far as we are aware, increase the
fusibility of iron, and that in an oxidizing flame oxidation be-

comes more excessive as the point of fusion approaches. Welding demands a certain condition of plasticity of surface if this
condition is not reached, welding fails for want of contact due
:

to mobility ; if it is exceeded, welding fails for want of contact
due to excessive oxidation. The temperature of this certain

condition of plasticity varies with all the different compositions of irons.
Hence, while it maybe true that heterogeneous
irons, which have different welding-points, cannot be soundly

welded to one another in an oxidizing flame, it is not yet
proved, nor is it probable, that homogeneous irons cannot be
welded together, whatever their composition, even in an oxi-

A

collateral proof of this is, that one smith can
dizing flame.
weld irons and steels which another smith cannot weld at all,

by means of a

skilful selection of fluxes

and a nice variation

of temperatures.

To recapitulate It is certain that perfect welds are made by
means of perfect contact due to fusion, and that nearly perfect
welds are made by means of such contact as may be got by partial fusion in a non-oxidizing atmosphere or by the mechanical
:

fitting of surfaces, whatever the

within

all

known

limits.

composition of the iron may be
is thus the

While high temperature
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cause of that mobility which promotes welding, it is also
"
the cause, in an oxidizing atmosphere, of that " burning which
Hence, welding in an oxiinjures both the weld and the iron.
first

dizing atmosphere must be done at a heat which gives a compromise between imperfect contact due to want of mobility on
the one hand, and imperfect contact due to oxidation on the
This heat varies with each different composition
other hand.

of irons.

It varies because

these compositions change the
of
and
hence
their points of excessive oxiirons,
fusing-points
dation.
while
Hence,
ingredients such as carbon, phosphorus,
copper,- &c., positively do not prevent welding under fusion, or
in a non-oxidizing atmosphere, it is probable that they impair it
in an oxidizing atmosphere, not directly, but only by changing

the susceptibility of the iron to oxidation.
The obvious conclusions are : 1st, That any wrought-iron,
of whatever ordinary composition, may be welded to itself in

an oxidizing atmosphere at a certain temperature, which may
differ very largely from that one which is vaguely known as
"a welding heat." 2d, That in a non-oxidizing atmosphere,
heterogeneous irons, however impure, may be soundly welded
at indefinitely high temperatures.

These speculations may throw little light on the subject of
welding. They are introduced for the purpose of indicating
the direction of further inquiry and experiment, and of impressing the necessity of caution in arriving at conclusions
about these irons from the limited data afforded by these

experiments.

In reviewing the experiments with reference to welding, and
under the precaution mentioned, let us observe
1st, All the irons were so very low in sulphur, that this
ingredient could not have materially affected welding power.
:

2d, As we shall see in detail, farther on, the irregular differences in the working and reduction of the bars, which

affected all other physical properties, affected this one also.
Let us first take the singularly impure iron M. Its surfaces

were pretty well united by welding, but the iron about the
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at a high heat.
Of 124 rupof this iron, 79 were through the weld,
Of 311 ruptures of links
little distorted.

weld was weakened, especially
tures of links

made

and the iron was

made of other irons, but 37 were through the weld.
The li" bar of iron
presents an exception:

M

it

stands

in welding capacity, and contains copper 0.31
Cu.
Its phosphorus, slag, and
in
iron M, 0.34).
(average
But the bar is also remarkable in
silicon are about average.

high on the

list

containing nickel 0.35, and cobalt 0.11. Did these ingredients
neutralize the copper under this special treatment ? No other
irons contain any notable amount of them, except iron A,

which has Co.

0.07, and Ni. 0.08; but it also has Cu. 0.17.*
of this iron were very strong, the links breaking
oftener at the butt than at the weld.

The welds

M

Two links made from iron
were analyzed from specimens
taken at the weld end and at the butt end. The weld end
had been re-heated and hammered twice; the butt end had
not been hammered, and had received second heat only by
conduction from the other end. The analyses show that silicon
and

slag only were materially affected
hammering, as follows
:

by twice heating and
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this theory.
Although the other impurities were not high, and
the iron was not overworked, it welded rather badly.
The
value of short chains is as follows Best, Si. 0.16, 0.14, 0.07,
:

0.03,

0.16,

0.15,

0.17,

0.15,

0.17,

0.18,

0.16,

0.18,

0.15, and,

including J, 0.27.

Phosphorus, up to the limit of i per cent, had not a notable
on welding. It was lowest in iron O, which welded
soundly but all impurities were low, and welding power was
effect

;

traced to the reduction of the bar by direct experiment. The
same is true of iron P. Omitting one course of piling and
largely helped its welding power. Iron P welded
not
for iron B,
badly,
necessarily on account of its P. 0.25
with P. 0.23, and iron D, with P. 0.18, welded soundly. Iron

hammering

;

M

had the high P. 0.23 (0.21 to 0.32). While its surfaces
stuck together pretty well, the links broke through the weld
when they were made at a high heat, which may be accounted
for

by the

fact that

phosphorus increases

fluidity,

and hence

capacity for oxidation. The value of short chains is in the
following order: Best, P. 0.23, 0.18, 0.07, 0.09, 0.20, 0.20, 0.19,
0.17, 0.19, 0.25, 0.19, 0.22, 0.15.

Carbon notably affected welding. It ran as follows in connection with regularly decreasing welding power: Best, C.
0.015, 0.02, 0.043, 0.066, 0.026, 0.032, 0.032, 0.042, 0.055, 0.033,
0.032, 0.044, 0.068,

and including L,

0.351.

L

(C. 0.35), when treated by
the uniform method usually adopted for chain-cable irons, made
the worst welds. Iron K, with carbon so low as 0.07, made

The weld

steel, or steely iron,

bad welds, although it was otherwise a good average chainCarbon, in a greater
iron, with a medium amount of impurity.
degree than phosphorus, promotes fluidity: hence the iron is
" burned " at the
ordinary welding temperatures of low-carbon
irons.

Slag was highest (2.26 per cent) in the 'two-inch bar of iron
N, which welded less soundly than any other bar of the same
iron,

and below average

Slag

should

theoretically

compared with the other
improve welding, like any

as

irons.
flux,
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experiments could not be definitely

effects in these

traced.

WHAT
So

far,

it

is

LEARNED FROM CHEMICAL ANALYSES.

may

appear that

little

of use to the makers or

the users of wrought-iron has been learned. But it should be
remembered that all these irons were intended to be as nearly
as possible alike, and to be adapted to the peculiar use of chainThe makers generally understood the necessary condicable.
tions,

and every

of excellence.

was made to reach this special standard
been reached, the irons would have all
physical character, and presumably similar,

effort

Had

it

been exactly alike in
although not necessarily

chemical character, for certain
limits which are perhaps
within
others
ingredients may replace
all the irons conform
to
make
narrow. Certainly the attempt
alike, in

well-known standard of quality was the worst possible
to ascertain the distinctive effects of the various altering
In order to make this latter determination, one
ingredients.
to

a

way

series of irons

should have been made as uniform as possible in

ingredients except one, for instance, phosphorus, and that
one should have been varied as much as possible. Another
series should have been alike except in silicon; and so on,
all

through the list of altering ingredients. The series of tests
which the Board has undertaken on steels was devised upon
It was, however, thought best, after the physithis principle.
cal tests of these irons were completed, to subject them to
This
analysis, in the hope that some good result would follow.
has
been
realized
in
an
and
somewhat
surhope
unexpected
manner.
prising
1st,

The want

of uniformity in the chemical composition of

the same brand of iron is a conspicuous defect which is readily
accounted for. In iron M, silicon varied from 0.16 to 0.26;
In iron D, phosphorus
in iron J, it varied from 0.18 to 0.32.
varied from 0.12 to 0.24 and in iron J, from 0.14 to 0.29.
Starting with a uniform pig-iron, the puddling process may
or may not remove a large amount of silicon, phosphorus, and
;
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carbon, according to the temperature and agitation of the bath,
the "fix" used in the furnace, and from many causes under the

puddler's control, and dependent on his knowledge and skill.
Such variations would be entirely inadmissible in the most

common

grades of steel

:

in fact, they could not occur in the

when using

a uniform pig-iron, except by
cheap
a special effort. In the Bessemer process, the completion of
the oxidation of silicon and carbon is obvious to the inexpert
steel processes,

observer; in the open-hearth process, unmistakable tests are
taken during the operation. The character of steel can be
surely predicated on the analysis of its materials; that of
is
altered by subtle and unobserved causes.
be urged in favor of wrought-iron, that P. can be
largely removed during its manufacture, while in the steelmanufacture it cannot be, it may be answered that there is an
abundance of pig-irons which do not contain much P. and it is
better to be sure of a definite amount of a deleterious ingredient than to run the risk of a variable amount.

wrought-irori

Should

it

;

We

not prepared to show the exact effect of varying
reduction on steel. Ingots of the same grade of steel, from six
inches square to fourteen inches square, are employed for the
are

same-sized bars ; the larger ones are preferred, notwithstanding
the greater cost of working them, not because small ingots will
not make good bars but because they make too much scrap.
:

Steel depends comparatively slightly on condensation for its
density, but very greatly on its being cast from a fluid state.
It is a crystalline mass in both large and small ingots,
a bundle of fibres of iron more or less compacted.

2d, This matter of varying strength

and not

due to varying reduction

the most important developed by the series of experiments
is made all the more certain and useful by the analyses
for,
;

without a knowledge of the composition of the bars and of the
specific effects of different ingredients, a part of the variation
now traced to reduction might have been attributed to com-

position.
It may

be stated in general terms, that, notwithstanding this
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attempt at uniformity, the differences in reduction in the rolling-mill from pile to bar caused as much variation in the
physical qualities of these irons as did the differences in the
chemical composition of the whole series of irons, excepting

The highest difference in tenacity, due
to
apparently
varying reductions, is 11,969 pounds per square
inch.
The highest Difference between the average tensional
the steely iron L.

resistances of all the irons (excepting the steely iron L), due
The following illustrations
to all causes, is but 7,109 pounds.

are

more

in detail

:

Iron P.

Per Sq. In.
Tenacity of 1 in. bar (1.74 per cent of pile) above 2 in. (6.98 per cent of pile)
"
"
"
"
"
"
Elastic limit
Iron F.
Tenacity of l\

in.

"

Elastic limit

Tenacity of
"

| in.
| in.

6,973 Ibs.
7,352 Ibs.

per cent of pile)
"

in. (5.23

.

.

"

4,698 Ibs.
3,227 Ibs.

Third Lot.

bar (1.60 per cent of pile) over 2\ in. (6.13 per cent of pile)
bar (3.68 per cent of pile) over 4 in. (15.70 per cent of pile)
"
"
"
"
"
in. bar

Elastic limit of g
-Tenacity of 1 in. bar (3.14 per cent of pile)

.

Second Lot.

bar (2.76 per cent of pile) over 2
"
"
"

Iron F.

.

"

"

.

.

.

.

"

9,656 Ibs.
7,786 Ibs.
15,045 Ibs.

4,806 Ibs.

Iron N.
Tenacity of 1|

in.

bar (6.62 per cent of pile) above 2

in. (11.36

per cent of pile)

.

.

4,395 Ibs.

.

.

4,519 Ibs.

Iron A.
Tenacity of

1 in.

bar (3.14 per cent of pile) over 2

in. (8.72

per cent of pile)

Iron D.
Difference in phosphorus in 1 in. and 2 in. bars, 0.026; other ingredients about alike.
Tenacity of 1 in. bar over 2 in. bar

The following

are apparently results of composition
Comparative Tenacity.

The

:

....

Of iron highest in average qualities over the one lowest in impurities
Of most tenacious steely iron (carbon 0.35) over least tenacious (carbon

0.04)

.

11,969 Ibs.

.

3,136 Ibs.
15,464 Ibs.

of welding power by reduction, in a
than
greater degfee
by composition, has already been shown in
detail.
Chemical analyses were necessary to establish this fact.
3d,

4th,

To

variation

the steel

maker and user

it

will appear somewhat
to nearly a quarter of

remarkable, that phosphorus may run up
one per cent in good chain-cable irons, when

it

is

considered
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that low tenacity and high ductility are the essential features
of such irons, and that the effect of this ingredient is to proSuitable working probably
duce exactly opposite results.

counterbalanced

its effects.

5th, The comparison of chemical and physical results suggests a number of experiments which would go far to settle

vexed questions, and improve the

practice,

especially

with

regard to welding.
(1) Regarding slag, it has been shown that a larger amount
sometimes found in a well-worked than in a less-reduced iron,
and that its effects are uncertain. Experiments should be

is

arranged to show what composition of slags mil readily come
out of the pile in rolling whether two-high or three-high trains
will best remove them, and how much and what kind of slag
stable oxide of iron, which
affects strength and welding.
;

A

would probably do the most harm, could be formed by blowingsuperheated steam upon red-hot bars before piling. It might
be proved that very fusible slags, or fluxes, should be placed in
the pile to protect surfaces from oxidation, and to

wash away

less fusible impurities.

(2) It has already been suggested that special irons, having
respectively a certain ingredient in excess and the others low

and uniform, should be made, in order to ascertain, in a conspicuous manner, the physical effects of the various ingredients.
(3) Referring to a previous recapitulation of remarks on
welding The effects of very different temperatures on irons
:

varying in composition, as compared with that uniformly high
"
welding heat," should be
temperature usually known as a

And the effects, and more
carefully ascertained.
in
a
means
of
the
non-oxidizing flame, where
welding
especially
"
can
be
without
burning," should be
mobility of surfaces
got
much more

made

the

subject of

elaborate experiments.

Tlfe

excellent

welding of a heterogeneous mass of steel and iron, protected
from oxidation by being placed in an iron box which will stand

The system of gas-welding
Mr.
at Woolwich twenty
which
Bertram
boilers
welded
by
a high heat, has been referred to.
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years ago has since been in regular use by the Butterly Company, in England, for joining the members of wrought-iron

beams of large section. It should seem within the power of
modern engineering and chemistry to provide means for the
perfection in a non-oxidizing atmosphere, of welds, like those
of ships' cables and bridge-links, upon which hang so many
lives and so much treasure.
<r

CONCLUSIONS DERIVED FROM A COMPARISON OF CHEMICAL
AND PHYSICAL RESULTS.
Although most of the irons under consideration are much
hardening effects of phosphorus and
silicon can be traced, and that of carbon is very obvious. Phosphorus up to 0.10 per cent does not harm, and probably improves, irons containing silicon not above 0.15, and carbon not
I.

'alike in composition, the

above 0.03.

None

of the ingredients except carbon in the proportions present seem to very notably affect welding by ordi-

nary methods.
II. The strength of wrought-iron and its
welding power by
ordinary methods are varied more by the amount of its reduc-

tion in rolling than

by its ordinary differences in composition.
Uniform strength may be promoted by uniform reduction, but

only at such increased cost of manufacture that the practice is
not likely to obtain. Therefore the reduced strength of large
bars

made by ordinary methods should be considered

in design-

ing machinery and structures.
III. In accordance with these facts the United-States Test
Board has shown, by trial, the unsafety of the Admiralty prooftables for chain-cable,

and has prepared new ones, and

also

new

tables of the strength of different-sized bars.
The Board has
demonstrated that the tenacity of two-inch bar for chain-cable

should be between 48,000 and 52,000 pounds per square inch,
and of one-inch bar between 53,000 and 57,000 pounds; and

make worse cables, because they
have low ductility and welding power.
IV. Chemical analyses, made in connection with physical
that stronger irons than these

DROUGHT-IRON: AND CHAIX-CABLES.
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tests, are

indispensable to conclusions about either the characIn this series of experiments the

ter or treatment of iron.

demonstration that strength

is

dependent on reduction

is

made

more definite and useful by the analyses.
V. Analyses also prove that the same brand of wrought-iron
may be heterogeneous in composition and they emphasize the
;

known

fact that wrought-iron making processes, as
previously
with
the
cheap steel processes, necessarily give an
compared

uncertain character to the former material, while to the latter
the desired quality may be imparted with certainty and uniformity.

VI. The ordinary practice of welding is capable of radical
improvement the fact has been fully demonstrated; the means
should be made the subject of complete experiments. The per:

means for welding in a non-oxidizing atmosphere
would seem to be the promising direction of improvement.
In submitting the foregoing history of their experiments, and

fection of

deductions therefrom, the committees recognize the fact that
still remains to be done before either of the investigations

much

can be considered complete. But, having exhausted the time
and means at their disposal, they are compelled to submit the
results as far as accomplished.
L.

A.

BEARDSLEE,

Commander U.S.N., Chairman of Committees D,
Q. A.

//,

and M.

GILLMORE,

Lieut.-CoL, Corps of Engineers, Brev. Major-Gen., U.S.A., Chair-

man of Committee B, Member of

Committee D.

A. L. HOLLEY, C.E., LL.D.,
Chairman of Committee C, Member of Committee H.

Chairman of Committees

WM. SOOY SMITH, C.E.,
E and K, Member of Committees H and M.
DAVID SMITH,

Chief Engineer U.S.N., Chairman of Committee 0, Member of
Committees D and M.

NOTE BY THE ABKIDGER.
[NOTE BY THE ABEIDGER.]

The committees
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referred to

in the signatures above were charged with the following divisions of the general work of the Board :
D.

H.

M.
B.
C.

E.

K.

On
On
On

chains and wire rope.
iron, malleable.

j
[-

The committees making

this report.

re-heating and re-rolling.

On armor-plate.
On chemical research.
On corrosion of metals.
On orthogonal simultaneous

!

I

strains.

The reports of these committees
have not yet been published.
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